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PREFACE.
It is my belief that Johann Valentin Andreae represents
a very important step in the development of the principles of edu-
cation and scientific investigation, and that his works, now very lit-
tle known, deserve high recognition in the history of literature. It
is the purpose of this work to show the value of his writings as
those of a great teacher and reformer; and especially to establish
his Utopia, "Reipublicae Chri stianopolitanae Descriptio" , in its
proper place among the ideal states of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. For my introduction to the subject, and for his assistance
and direction in its development, I wish to express my gratitude and
appreciation to Professor Julius Goebel ,my advisor and teacher. I
also acknowledge my sincere thanks to other members of the depart-
ment of German of this university for their interest and helpful
suggestions.
F . E . H •

INTRODUCTION.
The conception of an ideal state comes down to us from
the ti*ne of the enci ents. Plato' s " Republic" is the expression of
the ideal of a philosopher who in the tine of his maturity, after
long association with one of the greatest teachers of his country,
after years of travel among different peoples an'i in the best civil-
ization and the highest culture of his age, and a life of close at-
tention to the study of social and political conditions, reduced the
results of his experiences into concrete form, and pictured to his
countrymen a state, free from the corruptions of extreme license
and the dangers of tyranny, and embodying in its laws and principles
the two fundamentals of his governmental ethics-man's individual
life and personal morality, and his relation and obligations as a
member to state and society .Plato was a prophet- a prophet of evil,
because he saw clearly and truly what would be the inevitable out-
come from the trend of events in the Athenian state; a prophet of
good, in that he foretold a better time, analysed the problem and of-
fered his solution. But the "Republic" is a utopia in the literal
sense. Plato's state exists nowhere- is a purely ideal conception
which the r.uthor cannot locate in any definite place.
The Renaissance mar^s the time when men's thoughts a-
gain were called to the subject of reform. .The pr^cticr^l turn given
by hui~ani pwaj from sophi stical , di sputing, dreamy abstractions, to-
ward the affairs of life; the enlightenment of the world, spiritual-
ly and mentally due to the revival of learning; and especially the
discovery of the Western world, all tended to give man and society
a new impetus- a swelling, crowding, louring desire for a fall er , freer
larger life.

The century after the discovery of America, and the ex-
plorations and voyages of the Spanish and Portuguese which followed,
opened the mind of all Europe to a realization of the narrowness of
its former point of view. New continents inhabited "by unheard of
and unthought of races of people; conditions of life never before
known to the civilized world, or if known, forgotten through centu-
ries of artificiality; men living in freedom, without extreme or
noticeable restrictions of law, and yet in reasonable harmony and or-
der-these were new conceptions which, though they by. their sudden-
ness struck hard and with stunning effect, yet cleared a new and im-
measurably broader horizon, and brought out the contrast between the
degenerating artificiality of civilization and the natural , origin-
pi conditions of man. And while it is true that tales and legends
as wild as those brought back by the Argonauts to the Grecian world
circulated for a century and more, and found fertile soil in the im-
aginations of Europeans, yet in the course of time and in the light
of more definite information, the public mind returned to a normal
balance, and sifted out of the mass of reports the facts that could
be relied upon. The fountain of eternal youth became a healthy cli-
mate, fresh air and cool springs; the fabulous rivers of gold took I
the form and shape of cultivated fields and limitless stretches of
timber: and the phantastical ,my thical race of beings resolved it-
self into a simple, an example of human life close to nature.
is
Then follows slowly the discovery of the folk-song
pod folk-poetry as the original language of pure human nature, and
with it, all succeeding attempts to seek out men as a natural being.
This movement, however, did not reach its climax until centuries lat-
er-in the eighteenth century and in the writings of the classical
period of German literature. Experiences of the Moravian and Jesuit

missionaries among the American Indians and association with the
wild tribes led to further investigations into their nature and
customs. A feeling developed that civilization could he redeemed
only by stripping it of all useless and vain conventionalities;
and in order that this might he done, primitive man would have to
furnish the model. Hence there followed a study of primitive man
wherever he could he found, and a rehearsal of literature which
dealt with primitive races. Herder translated the poems of Ossian,
the "poet of the north British Isles, the poetic efforts of the
Finns and Lapps, and folk-lore in general. Goethe in his"Y/est-
flstlicher Divan" studies the life of the Orient. Even Holderlin
in his "Hyperion" 1 has his hero, when all else fails ?iim,seek af-
ter the "inmost parts of Asia" and exclaimn ,Man cannot deny that
he was once happy even as the deer in the forest; and after count-
less years there still glimmers within us a longing for the days
of the primitive world, when everyone trod the earth like a god,
"before (I do not know what) tamed man; and when instead of walls
and dead timber, the soul of the world, the holy atmosphere every-
where present , embraced him." Homer and the primitive Greeks are
studied with renewed energy and now from an entirely different
point of view. The Hebrews are investigated as a primitive peo-
ple and new researches made in the Old Testament. Rousseau and
his " back to nature" are a part of the same movement. The lit-
erature of the eighteenth century is full of such expressions as
"a whole man", "the complete man" , "natural man" and the like. And
the whole problem is an effort to find the secret of happiness in
man as he was put into the world, pure and uncontaminated by the
artificialities and conventionalities of an over-civilization. And
H5lderlins Gesammelte Dichtungen, II 161, 165 |

4furthermore, now that the eyes of Europe were opened to the immensi-1
ty of the newly discovered world, and a definite locality was pro-
I
vided where such plans could he realized, the Utopian idea springs
I
up again, and the distant islands of the sea are represented as the
homes of people living under reformed systems of government , socie-
ty and education. It is not surprising that the new world with
its freshness and wealth of "beauty should have instilled life and
vigor into the old. It is not strange that Europe should have
been seized with a longing desire for abodes and homes in a new
land. And it is very natural that the literature of the time was
crowded with Utopian notions, and that a new impulse was given to-
ward improving the corrupted civilization in which men were living.
|j
Thomas More is the first in this new period to give
the world a picture of such an ideal state, and his Utopia is the
beginning of a literature that plays no small part in the social
and scientific programs of the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries. \
The sudden impetus given to science, the wonderful advance in this \
field in Italy , Germany and England, produced a desire for a new and
more practical system of education. In Germany the unsettled
conditions of church and state, the feeling on the part of Protes-
tants that the Reformation had not been a complete success, the
conn ter-refom? tion among the Cathol ics, the fore-mutterings of the
long struggle of the Thirty Years' War- these all combined to give
impulse to reform. Speaking of this period and the forces which
led to the production of the Utopias W.Windelband says? M A new
epoch of culture seemed to have been opened and. an exotic agitation
1 )W. Wind el band, Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Philosophic, 4,323 ff.

gseized the imagination. Unheard of things were to be attained; no-
thing was to be impossible any more. The telescope unlocked the see-
rets of the heavens and the forces of the earth began to obey the
investigator. Science strove to be the leader of human thought in
its victorious course through nature. Through her discoveries hu-
man life was to be completely transformed. 11
One of the first to divine the dawn of a new epoch in
the history of human civilization and to give expression to the
secret hopes and aspirations of his time by the creation of a Uto-
pia was Johann Valentin Andreae, preacher and teacher at Vaihingen,
I
Calw end Stuttgart , founder of the "home" at Calw, travel er, writer
and with it all, general philanthropist. And his utopia, "Reipubli
-
cae Christianopolitanae Descriptio" , shows originality in plan of
government and education, as well as advancement and progress be-
yond its predecessors and indeed beyond some of its immediate suc-
cessors in the field; while a decade earlier in his "Fama Fraterni- I
trtis" he outlines a plan for scientific investigation and gives I
the model for a "college" or society of fellows which shall insti-
tute a general reformation of the whole civilized world. Andreae*
s
many-sided education and experiences, his deep interest in and clear
insight into the affairs of men and humanity, his strong desire to
uplift human society and to alleviate pain and suffering, gave his
works recognition and careful consideration in his own day, and make
them effective even to the present time and worthy of closer atten-
tion. His life and activity may be briefly outlined as follows:'1
1 )Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie;Realencyklop&die f . Protestantische
Theologie u.^irche; Andreae und sein Zeital ter, W.Hossbach; sections
from Andreae' s "Vita".

6Andreae was born on the seventeenth of August 1586, the
son of Johann Andreae, Dekan at Herrenberg and later Abt von Konigs-
bron. After his father's death (Valentin was fifteen years old) the
latter* accompanied by his mother, whose rel igious, quiet temperament
left an indel^ible stamp upon his life, moved to Tubingen, and spent
six years at the university .These years were of the greatest im-
portance to him. He perfected himself in Latin, Greek and Hebrew,
French, Spanish, Italian and English. But he also read immense quan-
tities of contemporary history and literature. He became well ac-
quainted with Erasmus, Lipsius, Seal iger,Heinsius and De Thou-the
library of Christopher Besold being at his disposal at this time.
And not the least of his interests was the study of Mathematics
under Mastlin,the teacher of Kepler also. In 1614 there appeared
(from Andreae) a series of lectures, "Collectanea Mathematical and
in several of his later educational writings, Mathematics play an
important part. He kept up a correspondence with Kepler till the
latter* s death.
Not completing his work at Tubingen, Andreae spent se-
ven years in travel. During these years, supporting himself to a
considerable extent by private tutoring, he virited Strassburg, Hei-
delberg, Frankfurt and several towns in Switzerland. His stay in
this country seems to have impressed him strongly. We find espe-
cial reference in his autobiography to the social conditions in
2
Geneva:but he could not tolerate the Calvinistic teachings." If
differences in religion(religionis dissonantia) had not restrained
il
me, the harmonious unity of their customs and moral s (consonantia
1) Discussed, at length by Carl Hullemann, Valentin Andreae al s Ped-
;
agog, part I.
2) Vita u. T4

7rnorum) would have bound ne to the place forever." And so he con-
tinued his wanderings, this time through France, Austria and Italy.
At last (1614) he obtained a position as Diakonus in Vaihingen,
which he retained till 1620. Though full of trials and calami-
ties, these years were among the most productive of his life. Some
of his best works fall within or just before this period, and The-
ophilus was composed in the next two years though not published
till 1649* He was oiitlining the theories which he put into prac-
tice during the last half of his life.
Next he was called to Calw on the Nagold,as Dekan and
Spezial superintendent .Here he tried to establish a social system
such as had existed in his imagination since his visit to Switzer-
land. He made his own congregation the starting point of his ac- I
tivi ties, and the children his material. Thence his efforts spread;
to the working classes in the city, whether in his church or not.
He founded, a mutual protective association among the workmen in the I
cloth factories and dye works, and supported it from the voluntary
subscriptions of his parishioners and friends. The organization
exists today in flourishing condition and well endowed. At the
time of the sack of Calw by Johann von Werth's troops in 16:?4,and
again four years later, Andreae lost heavily-not only in money and
property, but especially from the destruction of his private col-
lection of valuable manuscripts, paintings and other works of art.
The year following the last raid, Andreae accepted the urgent in-
vitation of Herzog Eberhardt III and. became Hofprediger and Con-
I
sistorial Rat at Stuttgart. All Wurtenjberg was in a state of ab-
solute devastation. His task was to reestablish the Tubinger
Stift and the Gymnasium at Stuttgart, as well as to fill the many

8vacant pulpits with worthy men, and to provide for the support of
the latter. His own personal income was exceedingly scant; and
it was only through the encouragement and material assistance of
Herzog August von Braunschweig -Luneberg that Andreae could support
his family and the numerous refugees who always found a welcome
in his home. After 1650 he withdrew to the Abtei von Behenhausen
and four years later to that of Ad elburg, where he died June twen-
ty seventh.
The works of Andreae with which we will have to deal
especially are mentioned in the bibliography ; of these the"Descrip-
tio w and the "Fama Praternitatis" are of greatest importance for
our present purpose. The commentators whose opinions will be dis-
1 ?
cussed in the following chapter are W.Hossbach, Robert von Mohl,"
4 5 6G.n.Guhrauer, ' Christoph Sigwart, Carl Hullemann, J.P.Glftckler,
7 8 9Schlaraffia Politica, W.Gussmann, Andreas Voigt, and Joseph
i oPrys" .Of these the earlier ones take up the subject from a phil-
osophical-religious point of view; while those which come in the
latter part of the nineteenth century or later, i . e. , since the rise
and rapid development of the principles of socialism and commun-
ism have for their evident aim the lessons of common ownership
and socialistic reform. To a considerable extent the prejudiced
l)S.page 5 note 1).
?)Die Staatsromane, in Geschichte u.Literatur d. Staatswi ssenschaf-
ten, I, 165.
3)Der Erste Deutsche Staatsroman.
4)Kleine Schriften, Freiburg i/B und Tubingen.
5 ) S. page 6 note 1 ).
6 ) J. V. Andreae, ein Lcbensbild. Stuttgart , 1«86.
7 ) Anonymous, Geschichte der Dichtungen vom besten Staate, Leipz. 199?.
P )Reipublicae Christianop.Desc. in der ZkWL,Jahrg. 1886, S. 326 ff.
Leipz. 1886.
9)Die Sozialen Utopien, Leipz. 1906.
10) Der Staatsroman des 16.U.17. Jahrhunderts u.sein hrziehungs-
ideal. Wurzburg, 1917.

9and erroniously formed conclusions of Mohl 1 as to the relation of
the Christianopolis to earlier Utopias, and the comments of'Schlar-
affiaM and Sigwart have been taken over literally or in slightly
modified form "by most of the later writers on the subject. Hmce
we have only a limited number of arguments to deal with.
It will be the purpose of this work to prove:
1) That the" Christianopolis" is not a copy or direct imitation of
earlier Utopias, but an independent and original production.
2 ^That a close comparison of the " Christianopolis" with Francis
Bacon's " New Atlantis" shows some striking similarities in form
and content; and that external circumstances also, make a knowledge
of the "Christianopolis" on the part of Bacon extremely probable.
?) That Nova Solyma" , a Utopia appearing anonymously in 1648, at-
tributed (1902) by the Rev. Walter Begley to John Milton, but since
known to be the work of Samuel Gott, shows direct influence of the
" Christianopolis".
4) And that the principles of a general reformation in education
«nd the plan of a "college" as outlined in the "Christianopolis"
and other works of Andreae,were an important factor through Cora-
enius,Hartlib,Dury and their associates in the founding of the
Royal Society of London.
l)Mohl came upon the German translation of the "Christianopolis"
first, anri not knowing the original , considered it a production of
the eighteenth century -"the work of some pietist" . Having once ex-
pressed an unfavorable opinion on the work, he did not see fit to
withdraw the same after Guhrauer discovered the real author.

10
MORE ' S UTOPIA, CAMPANELLA
S
CIVITAS SOLIS AND THE CHRISTIANOPOLIS.
Carl Hullemann"'" does not think that Gussmann and Brugel
lay sufficient emphasis upon the influence of More's Utopia upon
the Christianopolis.He cites a number of passages showing similar-
ities "between the two, chiefly in external things such as the des-
cription of the town, houses, gardens, Ac. , and in a few matters of dai-
ly customs and habits. He also shows that in some cases "both authors
used the same vocabulary in dealing with similar sub jects. Prom this
he draws the conclusion, "We see then that the Descriptio is only in
part an imitation of More's Utopia, but for the rest a remodelling.'"
" Schlaraffia Politica" would make More the" father of all modern
Utopias" and continues," Por^practically all sketches of ideal
states, which have been written up to the present time, seem to be
direct copies (Abklatsch) of the work of More."
4
Robert von Mohl,on the other hand, sees in the Descrip-
tio only a recasting of Campanella's Civitas Solis. He admits that
d
the contrast between real life in state and society, and a life base
upon an exclusively r el igious -moral philosophy , would be an excel-
lent motive for a work such as (he insists) Andreae tried to com-
pose. But he denies the latter' s poetic and imaginative ability
to do so. "Unfortunately the good Diakonus of Wurtenberg did not
know how to handle the thought cleverly and with soul(Geist). He
believed he had done enough when he had substituted pious reflec-
"I ) Carl Hull emann,V. Andreae als ftedagog, II . Teil
.
2) Prge 7
?) Pare 4-3
A) Geschichte und Literatur der Staatswissenschaft,Bd. I, S. 1R7 ff.
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tion for the dissoluteness of the Calabrian, and the prosaic reali-
ty of an orthodox Protestant country for offensive institutions and
the artificially composed religions of the sane. His imagination was
not lively enough to embody his teaching in giving forms. Except-
ing the fact that he introduces prayer meetings and the like into
his Christianopolis, and that he ouietly restores the order of mar-
riage and family into Christian society, he depends almost slavish-
ly upon the Civitas Solis." Mohl then cites a few points of simil-
arity between the Christianopolis and the Civitas Solis- plan of
the city and forms of government- and. closes triumphantly with the
argument , "At any rate, Andreae* s version (Oberarbeitung) of the Civi-
tas Solis is a book very little known;while the original is still
being re-published and translated}"
Christoph Sigwart, careful and reliable as his criticism
usually is, fudges the Christianopolis harshly and, we are compelled
to add, very incorrectly when he says:" In as much as temporal well-
fare and the abundance of material goods which serve its ends, not
only have no value in themselves but are even dangerous to piety,
every inner impulse to penetrate into the material activity of work
is wanting; for where knowledge of the world is foolishness, and
to know and love Christ the essence of all wisdom, a noble desire
to rule all nature wisely and aggressively must be lacking. "it is
hoped that the falseness of this implication will be clear from the
following pages. Sigwart like Mohl considers the Civitas Solis a
1) A revival of interest in the Christianopolis in the eighteenth
century is evident from the German translation appearing in 1741
and Herder saw in Andreae a prophet whose influence would be a
blessing to pny age.
2) Kleine Schriften von Christoph Sigwart, p. 175
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pattern for the Christianopolis. "Andreae was given incentive to
write an imitation of the Civitas Solis, setting up in his Descrip-
tio an ideal state on the principles of his prot estant -pious phil-
osophy of lifeJ"
pAndreas Voigt likewise finds in the Christianopolis
only an adaptation of Campanella's Catholic notions to the Protest-
ant church; and furthermore considers the resultant work of only
second rate importance." In all exterior matters" he says " espec-
ially in the form of the city , his (Andreae' s) Utopia coincides with
Cam-nanella* s. The inner dif ferences are to "be designated through-
out as weaknesses and moderations; and besides, are "based upon An-
dreae* s stricter adherence to the doctrines of his church."
Joseph Prys^ also insists that in important questions -
pansophic character of intellectual education, depreciation of the
languages, emphasis upon teaching "by observation of pictures, &c.
,
Andreae coincides with Carapanella. "The supposition(i. e. of borrow-
ing) becomes a certainty" he adds," when we remember that Andreae
knew the Civitas Solis in manuscript form, and that it was first of
all through this fact that he was given the incentive to write his
prosaic Descriptio. "Exception will have to be taken also to the
4following: "Common to both Utopias is a certain utilitarian ten-
dency in their pedagogy. In the final analysis, education serves
in both for the advancement and strengthening of the controlling
idea of government^Reference will be made to this later.
Now it is hardly reasonable that the Descriptio should
2) Soziale Utopien,S.73 ff.
1) Kl eine Schriften von Christoph Sigwart,p. 174.
3) Der Staatsroman des. 16. u. 17. Tahrhundert s, p. 114.
4) Do. p. 115
1f
be an" exact copy" of both More and Campanella, especially as the
productions of these two differ in many respects from each other.
On the contrary it should not be very difficult to show that this
statement is true in neither case. To offset the likenesses in
detail, one might suggest a number of radical differences in detail
also. More's island is crescent-shaped; Caphar Salama is trian-
gular. The dimensions of the former are two hundred by five hun-
dred miles; the circumference of the latter but thirty thousand
paces. The Utopia includes fifty-four cities; Caphar Salama only one,
The cities of Utopia are one-man governments at whose head stands
a prince; the government of Chri stianopol i s is triumvirate, being
safer and more fair. Common tables are the custom in Utopia. In
the Descriptio each family eats alone, to avoid confusion and waste
of time. Utopia has an elaborate system of slavery; in the Chris-
tianopolis all citizens are free. In Utopia the dead are burned;
In the Descriptio, buried. Though we read1 that "they detest war as
a brutal thing", yet Utopia lays great emphasis upon preparations
and methods of conducting it, in fact one tenth of the whole work;
but passes over education in a few words. In the Descriptio war
is hardly mentioned, while education of the youth and scientific re-
search permeate almost every chapter. The religion of the one is
a confused mixture: the other is a Christian state. And the ethi-
cal standards throughout , hardly admit of comparison.
Campanella gives no description of the island on which
his Civitas Solis lies. His Genoese sea-captain "is compelled to
go ashore" and on emerging from a wood, "finds himself on a large
plain." His city is circular and built on the slope of a hill.
1 ) page 75.
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Seven walls in rings give repeated neans of defense against an en-
emy. One ruler has supreme authority -temporal and spiritual -over
all. He settles all disputes. Boys learn the sciences from ma-
gistrates "by observing pictures, "without toil and as if for pleas-
ure." Marriage and love are based on the principle of advantage
to the state, not to the individual. The Utopia aad Civitas Sol is
are in dialog form; the Descriptio is a letter, in which the writer
tells his own personal experiences. Such teachings and practices
as respect toward ones elders, hospital ity to strangers and travel-
er s, simpl ici ty in dress and manners of 1 ife, moderation in all
things, &c, these are very naturally common to all Utopias.
That Andreae knew both More and Carapanella is certain.
He mentions the former in his introduction to the Descriptio. In
1619 he translated several of Campanella's sonnets: and speaks of
him as "the tal ented, untiring, heroic champion against the heathen
Aristotle" and against all hypocrites, sophi sts and tyrants. With
the manuscript of the Civitas, Andreae became acquainted in 1619
through his friend Tobias Adarai,who being Carapanella' s editor, was
at that time having the manuscript printed in Germany as a part of
"Philosophia Realis."
1
But the chief differences between the works of More
and Carapanella as compared with Andreae, are not to be superfici-
ally sought in such external characteristics as those mentioned a-
bove. The plan and conception of the three seem to be essential-
ly different.
More was closely in touch with political conditions
in England and on the continent. Political reform, and his favor-
1) Dr. Emanuel Wessely,Der Sonnenstaat, Introduction VI.
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ite principle of communism are the nucleus of his Utopia, and in di-
rect connection with this principle is the problem of the source
of supply for the necessities of life. Hence More makes Agricul-
ture the chief occupation, and states that while there are various
trades and crafts, Agriculture is known to all; and all have train-
ing therein, in school and in practice.
The Utopia is written in two hooks, the first of which
consists of a discussion carried on "by three persons, as to what
constitutes the "best form of government , and what practices are un-
desirable. Two abuses of popular freedom are especially censured-
exhorbitant taxes intended to swell the coffers of wasteful mon-
archs,and monopoly of land and property granted to privileged class-
es. So there are rehearsed the various methods of collecting mon-
ey from f he general public- methods common in England in More's own
time. And the Genoey* captain is quoted as saying1 ," To speak my
real sentiments plainly, I must freely own that as long as there is
any property, and while money is the standard of all other things,
I
cannot think that a nation can be governed either justly or happi-
ly." This leads directly to a description of the government of the
Utopia where "people are governed better than anywhere else." And
^ at the close, as a summary of the whole, four pages are devoted to a
rehearsal of the reasons for the happiness of the Utopians, the
trend of which is the following: "Thus I have described to you, as
particularly as I could, the constitution of that commonwealth,
which is the only commonwealth deserving the name. In all other
places it is noticeable that while people talk of common wealth,
everyone seeks his own wealth. But in Utopia there is no unequal
1) page 30.
2) page 95.
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distribution; and though no man has anything, yet they are all rich?
It is not difficult to see the chief point in More's mind.
Just what is the model for the Civitas is not very
clear. Prom the various intrepretations, Gussrnann agrees with Su-
dre when the latter says: "'""The monastery is the model for his (Cam-
panella's) social organization. The priestly power and the church
hierarchy are the foundation for the government of his new socie-
ty. The sun-cities are groups of cloisters in which men and women
live under a strict system of government."
It must "be confessed that parallels are not wanting.
The head authority (W etaphy sicus) as has "been said the judge in mate,
ters of "both church and state, represents the pope, he with his
three subordinate rulers appointing the rest. While political
freedom and religious toleration are repeatedly mentioned, both are
restricted by law and custom. Occasionally one even finds a
phrase or sentence which smacks decidedly of the cloister-as when
describing the common dining room', "On one side sit the women and
on the other the men; and as in the refectories of the monks, there
is no noise."
As in the Utopia, common ownership of property is an im-
portant feature. But carrying the Doint to a farther extreme,
Campanella would make women part of the"Cremeingut" of the state. And
his point of view is very clear. In the Civitas the individual ex-
ists for the state,not the state for its citizens. Hence that the
state may be of a high standard physically and intellectually , that
it may be able to defend itself against possible attack, that the
race may continue to be powerful, he has those in authority mate men
2 )£onnenstaat, page 22.
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and women, even as cattle are bred, considering only physical and
temperamental characteristics, and thus assuring a stalwart off-
spring. For sexual love, as we have it "between husband and wife,
is not known. Should a man and a woman be inspired with a natur-
al feeling of love, "it is permitted them to converse, joke, crown
eeehfother with wreaths and garlands and even to write verses in one
another's honor? But in general"they know in their love nothing
other than feelings of friendliness."^
While at the Dominican monastery of Stilo, Campanella-
then about seventeen years of age-met an old rabbi to whom he felt
strangely attracted. During the week they spent together , Campa-
nella was instructed in the mysteries of the occult sciences- Al-
chemy
,
Astrology and Magic. And the strongest single influence
discoverable on the Civitas is that of Astrology. On the walls
of the tempi e, representations of the stars are to be seen? and ver~
ses describing their size, courses and secret influences are added. J
Another set of verses explains the homes of trees and plants, their
chief characteristics and their .relation _ to the stars. Trees are
planted by the gprdhers, cattle are bred by their care-takers, -even
men and women are pllowed to mate, only when certain heavenly bod -
ies are in conjunction . Inventions and scientific discoveries are
made, 4 calamaties are averted,
5
—in fact " we do all things under
the influence of the heavens." And even as the Utopia closes with
a lengthy summary , which is to a great extent an elaboration of the
principles of communism, so the closing pages of the Civitas are a
1 ) page ZO
2 ) page 10
? ) page 45
4) page 67
5 ) page 70
6 ) page 68
)
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tribute to the accomplishments of Astrology -beginning with an ex-
clamation on the pprt of the sea-captain, "0, if you hut knew what
they have learned from Astrology " I
The question is raised by Voigt 1 as to whether the De-
scriptio is to be considered at all seriously, or whether Andreae
intended that it should be taken in a purely allegorical sense. In
support of the latter hypothesis, Voigt quotes a fable of Andreae'
s
in which I'ruth, wandering about nakedly , and complaining of ill-treat-
ment at the hands of those whom she would like to assist, is given
this advice by Aesop: "Clothe your form in falble and fairy -tale, and
you will be able to do your duty by God and man." Voigt continues:
"If Andreae was here thinking of his Descriptio, then we cannot
class the latter with those utonias which were intended to repre-
sent a practical execution of an ideal; but must rather look upon
it as a mere noetic expression of his wishes."
Andreae learned early that the safest and most certain
way to fix an argument and to secure the acceptance of a doctrine,
is to give it a touch of poetic fancy. In commenting on this char-
acteristic, Herder says:"" All that Andreae writes becomes fable-
the expression in clever clothing (itinkleidung) ;he speaks truths to
which ™ re hardly venture to give utterance now, after we have advan-
ced a hundred years farther. He speaks them with as much love and
honesty, as brevity and sagacity: so that even yet he stands new and
r
"
v, esh in this quarreling, heretical century, and blooms in delicate
fragrance like a rose among thorns." V.T e need only refer to the Fa-
ma Praternitptis, the Confessio or the Chymische Hochzeit. Is this
sufficient reason for concluding that Andreae was not serious, nor
1) Sozirle Utoni en, page 75
2) Gl6ckler, J. V. Andreae, ein Lebensbild, prge 4? .
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hoped to outline a plan according to which a real social community
and city government could exist? Or shall we think that Bacon was
not in earnest with his utopia,whcn he called it "The Fable ofi the
New Atlantis?" In explaining his purpose in the use of satire in
the Menippus, Andreae says:"'" "I call upon God to witness that I have
not persecuted anyone, nor made sport at the expense of another, want
-
onlyjbut the cause of Christianity lay near my heart, and i desired
to advance that cause by all means. As I could not do this direct-
ly,! tried a round about method- not, as it seemed to some, for the
love of satire as many pious people do; but that I might accomalihh
something by means of -jest and irritating wit, and inspire love for
Christianity." Shall we regard More less seriously because his
Utopia is a satire-little concealed- on the conditions existing in
his own country? This view would seem to be just as extreme and
unwarranted as that of Mohl when he, going quite to the other ex-
treme, accuses Andreae of a substitution of the "prosaic realities
of an orthodox -protestant country " for Campanella's more imagina-
tive efforts, and denies a sufficient tact and spirit (^eist ) on An-
dreae's part to handle the subject. "" As a matter of fact, the two
decides spent at Calw as Dekan and Speziel superintendent ,were a
continuous effort , inspite of the most discouraging conditions, to
put into execution the ideals which he had long cherished and which
he had stated in his utopia. His efforts were not successful- the
Thirty Years' War sapped the life and strength out of the community.
But his perseverence and his renewed efforts after each interfer-
ence, to realize the very principles taught in the Bescriptio, give
evidence of the place the latter held in his own opinion. There
1) Glockler, page 46
2) Geschichte u.Literatur d . Staatswissensohaft, page l^o
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is reason to believe that More, Campanella and Bacon as well as An-
dreae looked upon their respective Utopias as the embodyment of the
teachings they desired to give to the world.
En his autobiography ^Andreae gives the following very
interesting and suggestive description of the impression made upon
him by conditions at Geneva-which city he visited on his journey of
1610. " When 1 was in Geneva, made a notable discovery , the remem-
brance of which and longing for which will die only with my life.
Not alone is there in existence there an absolutely free common-
wealth, but as an especial object of pride(Zierde) a censorship of
moral s (Sittenzucht ) in accordance with which, investigations are
made each week into the morals and even into the slightest trans-
gressions of the citizens- first by the supervisors of the wards,
then by the aldermen and finally by the magistrate, according as the
case demands. As a result, all cursing, gambling, luxury
,
quarrel ing,
hatred, conceit, deceit, extravagance and the like, to say nothing of
greater sins, are prevented. What a glorious adornment ^ such pur-
ity of morals- for the Christian religion! With our bitterest
tears we must lament that this is lacking and almost entirely neg-
lected with us: and all right minded men must exert themselves to
see that such is called back to life." One cannot help feeling
that this" ideal state" of affairs-as it seemed to him- was the germ
which gave incentive to his efforts of succeeding years. And there
c^n be little doubt but that his i^eas of a utopia date from this
time, < specially as his Descriptio paints just such a picture of mo-
ral purity as here described.
The introduction of the Christianopolis is by no means
1 ) Page 24
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its least interesting or suggestive division. Andreae sees two
classes of persons in the world, one class composed of those who con-
stantly admire and defend conditions as they exist; the other, of
those ^ho bear patiently the burdens which are heaped upon them, but
who continually sigh for an improvment of society. The one in its
misguided zeal keeps stirring up trouble and confusion, but accomp-
lishes nothing; the other by sense and modesty acts as a conserva-
tive balance. Some have thought that God purposely permits the one
class to be covered by mental darkness, that those who see the light
from above may, when matters arrive at too evil a stage, overturn the
corrupt system. And this is actually what was done by Dr. Luther,
when his pleadings for reform were not heeded. In the mean time
another darkness has fallen upon Christians; the success of the for-
mer reformation is not complete. There is need of another "Gener-
al Reformation" which shall accomplish what was missed before. The
devil is trying to persuade even Christians that no further efforts
are necessary. But greed, extravagance, envy , laziness and a whole
catalog of sins have again crept into the lives of men. Some still
retain the light of the new religion, a proper conception of learn-
ing and art, of the rules of daily life; but these are surrounded
by tyrant s, sophi st s and hypocrites. Recently when a socalled
" iSru^erschaft" was suggested, whose teachings were exactly the re-
form the world needs,- what a disturbance was created among those
who fcp red the overthrow of their power, and an abolishment of their
deceitful Derformances, juggl eries and sophistries. And when it
was discovered that the Fraternitas was secret and could not in-
clude the world in general, and when people became confused as to
1) Andreae mentions several of these reformers, and includes Johann
Arndt to whom he dedicates the book.
-
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its real "leaning, then one praiseworthy nan called out, " Why do we
wait for the coning of such a fraternity. Let us rather make a
trial ourselves of that which seems good to us." '"'hereupon Andreae
suggests the possibility of persons forming together a community
where the principles of right living and freedom may he practiced,
unhampered by the enemy. "An example of this rest and safety" is to
be foun4 in the lives of the inhabitants of the Christianoplois now
to be described,- not merely as they ought to be, but as they actu-
ally live. No one is compelled to come to this place;but all who
desire to do so are welcome. This invitation is repeated at the
close of the work when the pilcjrim returns to his native land, and
at parting from the inhabitants of the island, asks permission to
return and bring along his friends.
A beautiful opening chapter , which probably is partly
responsible for the opinions of some, that the Chri stianopolis can-
not be taken as more than an allegory , introduces the hero, a stran-
ger in the realm of the authorities of tyranny , fal se art and hypo-
crisy, as about to set out anew upon the Mare Acadeciicum in search
of enlightenment and a peaceful abode. The weather fair and fav-
orable at first, soon begins to darken; and the ship, "Phantasie",
is beaten about. by the -storms of envy and slander, driven into the
sea of darkless and finally wrecked }
2 which
Caphar Salama is the island uponA one of the survivors
"I ) This is the first account of an actual shipwreck in the history
of Utopias. It seems to be the starting point for the Robinson-
ad en and the long line of Robinson stories that succeeded.
rt
) The name is that of a village in Palestine noted on account of
the battle in which Judas Maccabaeus conouored Nicanor. (Wahl
,
Clavis librorum Vet. Test . apocryph. philol . Lips, 18813 p. 497) Refer-
ence to the battle is found in Macca 1,7,31. Kemper (Der Insel-
na~ie CapharSalama in J . V. Andreae' s Schrift, Christianopolis,M.C .C-
J
v. II, 186) has traced the history and interpreted the meaning of
this term. He defines the Hebrew words respectively as, "place,
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of the wreck is thrown. Before he can be taken up into the city,
he is subjected to close examinations^ before three officials.This
is again an entirely new feature in Utopias, and serves among other
things to give the impression of a more complete and finished pro-
duction. Later Utopias make use of and expand this point. The
first examination is preliminary , and a satisfactory conclusion of
the same is necessary before the visitor may be fed or refreshed.
It is a guard against the admittance of tramps and professional
pbeggars. The second examiner^ is without peer in shrewdness and
ability to read character. It is his duty to obtain information
regarding the stranger* s family , hi story, manner of 1 if e, health, &f.
He hakes no pretensions toward learning, but leaves this field to
• 3 . . .the third
. This examination proves to be the most embarrassing
of all. The visitor , though by self- confession a scholar, finds him-
self irretrievably beyond his depths in the discussions of lan-
guage, art, science, investigation, natural history, as also in that of
charity , church and theology. He is now given an escort o° three
men who accompany him upon a tour of insne^tion and instruct him
in all matters. An examination into the facts thus obtained and
an analysis of material used will help give an idea of Andreae's
conception of an ideal state, and will be a second proof of the
comparative lack of dependence in essential s, upon More and Campa-
nella.
spot , village" and "salvation" or "peace", and the combination as
"Friedensdorf "
,
or"vi] lage of peace". This with the term"Hierosolyma"
(Jerusalem, Friedensstadt ) which Andreae uses in the dedication to
Arndt, referring, to his "minuta col onia" (Gussmann a a S 846 S v)
is entirely in Keeping with the purpose of his Utopia as expressed
therein.
1) Chapter 4
?) Chapter 5
3) Chapter 6
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The most important and the most oft-recurring theme in
the Christianopol i s is that of education and training of the youth.
And it is this which contains most of Andreae's own real self and
personality. The teaching profession"1" is highly honored, and with
right. For instructors are not chosen from the lower classes-
men who have not the ability to he useful in other lines, and who
are therefore willing to teach for little pay. But they are sel-
ected on account of being remarkable for character and information.
The teachers are of reasonable age, clean in life, upright, industri-
ous and gentlemen. They are equipped with skill , shrewdness and
sense; and the ability to apply these virtues. For the citizens
of Christianopol is realize that to entrust their sons and daughters
to worthless or careless instruction, i s to ruin the individual and
the state as well. "For certain it is that no one serves youth well
except he likewise be able to care for the state; and he who proves
himself of value to youth, has already benefitted the state." BOys
and girls are sent to the boarding school at six years of age. Par-
ents do not hesitate to send their children from home,.for they have
the best possible care and attention. education is three-fold:
worship of God with a pure soul
,
practice of a moral life, intellect-
ual development. Boys recite in the morning, girl s in the after-
noon. The other half of the day is spent in mechanical occupation
pnd household science and art. Their physical training consists
o^ running, wrestl ing, riding fencing, throwing and the like.
2
Intermediate education' is given in institutions of
fine arts-classed as schools of grammar, rhetoric , and languages.
1 ) Chapter ^2
2) Chapters 55,56,57.
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Foreign
.
modern, and ancient languages are studied and learned much
more rapidly than in other countries. And the chief object is not
so much the attainment of learning as means of boastfulness, hut
the ability to hold intercourse with other peoples, "both the living
and the dead". This is a chapter out of Andreae's life. With
r 1 1 his study of science, mathematics and theology at Tubingen, he
was deeply interested in foreign languages, ancient and modern? so
that before he was out of university , he could handle seven or eight
He gives as one object of his trip through France in 1610, the chanc
it would give to perfect himself in French. Prys is hardly justi-
fied^ while comparing the Chri stianopol i s with Civitas ^olis on
the basis of lack of appreciation of the value of languages. On
the contrary it is required that all pupils perfect themselves in
languages, as has already been seen. However, it is considered a
serious mistake to neglect the mother tongue. For in this a stu-
dent will express himself most naturally , and natural development of
the mind and soul, are especially to be desired. In rhetoric and
oratory the same argument carries weight. While elonuent speakers
and forceful writers are trained.mere polish and beauty of address
are scorned .
Advanced studies nre pursued in seven other auditoria
or lecture halls. Dialectic, metaphysic and theosophy iaj. be stu-
died in the second. The practical application of a good method
is the aim of dialectic- observation of the True,G^od and beauti-
ful , of unity and harmony, is the essence of metanhysic. Theosophy
is the highest form of this group. " Where nature ends, theosophy
begins; it is the last resort, the finding in God what cannot be ob-
tained by physical experiment." And. only a few, comparatively , attain
1) Der Staatsroman, page 114
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to this. What fools men are who try to prove through Aristotle
what God alone can fathom! Here Andreae proves that he is neither
a sophist nor a "believer in "absurd" astrology or alchemy. His
philosophy of life is suggested in a number of instances throughout
this and other works: Gain all possible information by sensible
and reliable experiment and investigation. But thereafter leave
the impossible, and accept Nature and God.
The third auditorium is that of mathematics. Arith-
metic, algebra, geometry
,
surveying and mystic numbers are important
as affording good mental training and also for their practical use
when applied to the experiences of every day life. Under the term
"secret and mystic numbers" are not meant the cabalistic and de-
ceiving combinations' of jugglers. But rather the nroportions of
higher mathematics, then but dimly understood. Harmony , syraetry,
measurements of calculation are favorite terms with Andreae to sug-
gest the divine plan of the universe. And he distinctly states
here and elsewhere that faith in God, and not in superhuman efforts
must be the test. "Into these -atters which seem to give forth such
brilliant light let us not pry, unless the light of Christ leads the
way and calls us. into the sealed secrets. "~
Music is treated scientifically and artistically.
This is t u e fourth division. A knowledge of mathematics is an es-
sential requisite. Combination of tones, harmony , is practiced, and
produces almost unbelievable results. Musical instruments are
manufactured and kept on hand- all possible kinds ( including the
organ) and of the finest quality. Hardly a citizen can be found
who does not play one or the other of them. The voice is not neg-
1) Chapter 6 3
2 ) Chapters 64,65,66
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lected. But vocal music is restricted almost entirely to sacred
s
song. The chorus is splendid, a id passes singing through the street
of the city each week.
Astronomy and astrology are the departments of the
fifth auditorium, and these are closely related^ It is of impor-
tance to observe the heavens and the heavenly "bodies; for man is di-
rectly dependent upon them for 1 ight, heat , rain, &c . . He would he a
fool who would deny the practical use of such a science. But there
i s so much difference of opinion and ^[uarreling among scientists
as to the mystical effect of the planets upon human beings, that the
inhabitants of the Christianopolis think it safer to look toward
the spiritual heavens than upon the visible for prophetic informa-
tion. One brief sentence will serve to explain." Experience
strengthens faith, but reason is ever in doubt and confusion". An-
dreae is here entirely consistent with his views as expressed in
other writings. And though living in an age when the wisest were
strongly affected, is singularly free from contamination with the
extreme teachings of astrology and alchemy.
p
Natural History , secular and church history form the
teachings of the sixth lecture hall. "It is needless to tell why
they are so interested in natural history , since the very necessity
of the science demands it. For through it we arrive at a general,
as well as a specific, exact knowledge of the world; and investigate
the movements, characteristics, behavior and passions of creatures;
what are the elements, form, measure, place and time of things; how
the heavens are moved, the elements are mixed, how things grow, what
1) Chapters 67,68
2) Chanters 70,71,72.
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metals are useful " . Natural history accompanies the science of
human hi story -the relation of the experience of man.
Ethics, pol itical science and Christian humility are in
the seventh auditorium; theology
,
gift of prophecy and sanct if ication
in the eighth. Three principles stand out in their political,
public life- preserving the peace, equality of citizens, and contempt
for large possessions. The practice of these principles guards
the state and its citizens against the three greatest evils, war,
slavery and corruption in public affairs. The school of prophecy
is intended not to teach the ability to prophecy, as has deceived so
many, but to observe the harmony and truth of the prophetic spirit,
as well as to be able to interpret the workings of the holy spirit
and recognize inspiration from above.
The library, the armory and the college must yet be
mentioned as important features of the town-^. The two former are
in the central keep, and are opposite each other. The one is a
store house of learning. Ancient books, lost to Europeans, are to
be found here. But most of the citizens care for only a few re\i~
wble books (including, of course, the bible), and prefer to get know-
] edge directly from the "book of nature". The armory might better
be called a nuseun. For while cannon and guns are on hand in grea"
numbers and ready for use in case of need, they are looked upon with
horror, and the necessity for their usefulness is considered an in-
vention of the devil.
" Now it were time that we should approach the very
centre of the city, which you might well call its soul nnd life.
—
Here rel igion, justice and learning have their abode, whose is the
control of the city; and they have eloouence associated with them
1
) Chapters 58,39,26,
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as their interpreter. Never have I seen such an amount of human
perfection collected in one place, which you will all acknowledge as
soon as you have heard the description"}
The art of painting is very highly prized. Like Campa-
ri el la , Anrreae has his city thoroughly fitted out with paintings.
Even the privrte rooms of the school children- are appropriately
pdoried. And taking- a decided step forward
,
paint ing, "being- a sim-
ple means of illustration, is taught to the youth as an auxiliary
to his education. The pupils improve their time with the brush;
as one form of recreation, while among us, tine is wasted in cards,
dice,&c. To this archi tectural drawing is added, and all necessary
instruments are supplied. It should he noted that in the Civitas
of Campanella the observation of pictures' is the education; and it
is distinctly stated that pupils learn h^_hein£_told
arid "without any effort" on their part'. This is in the
extreme a dangerous wethod. Education "by means of sugar-coated and
predigested capsules of knowledge, is the tendency in our own day.
Andreae could give us a wholesome warning. His young people, it is
true, use pictures for illustration. But they mak e _ the i r _ own il-
lustrative material, and learn by trial and. experiment.
The introduction of experimental investigation and in-
ductive ^eaching in Utopias, practically begins with An^eaet and
this is the foundation of his chapters on science and invention. A-
mong these is a description of the laboratory' , drug shop , anatomy,
7 8Theatre of physics, study of nature , and medicine .
1 ) The college will be further discussed in succeeding chapters.
2) Sonnenstaat page 13
5) Chapter 44 6) Chapter 47
4) Chapter 45 7) Chanter 70
5) Chapter 46 «) Chapter 79
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It seems desirable to quote a few lines from each of
these chapters. "Behind the treasury "building is the laboratory de-
votee1 to chemistry and completely equipped with well adapted ovens
and instruments for combining and resolving substances. Here the
powers of metal s, mineral s, vegetabl es and efeen animals are examined,
purged, increased and combined for the use of mankind, and in the in-
terests of health." "And then just beyond the gate way is the
drug repository , than which hardly any in the world is more com-
plete. For in as much as the citizens have the greatest inclination
toward natural philosophy , thi s store house is for them a treasury
house of all nature." "Here you nay see powecs that are con-
genial end those that are opposed to each other; poisons and their
antidotes; things that are helpful to man, and those that are harm-
ful- there is nothing that you may not look at here actually pre-
sent. Even their boys recognize many thousands of herbs, name them,
examine them for characteristic marks and signs, and. apply them to
diseases." " For we have not been sent into this world, even
the most splendid theatre of God, to consume like beasts all the
fruits of the earth. but we should walk about as spectators among
the wonders of God, as dispensors among Sis gifts, as those who value
and appreciate, among His works?
Religion is the leaven of Caphar Salama,for its col-
ony is a practical Christian city. There is no hypocrisy nor
compulsion. The inhabitant s are here by choice, and live volun-
tarily according to the principles of the Christian rel igion. Free-
dom, the key-note of government, is also the essence of the religi-
ous life. Religion has taken up her abode here to escape perse-
Ution . Though Andreae's worst experiences came later than 161.9,
1 ) Chanter 3
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persecution and the horrors of a religious war were not unknown to
this tine. And the nane of his* place of refuge"already referred tOj
is typical of his own life-]ong desire for a home of religious
peace and rest.
Two plates of bronze, one giving at some length the
confession of faith, and the other setting forth the aims and rules
of daily life, are pubically posted- not merely that visitors may
become acquainted with their creed, "but that the latter may he ever
before the inhabitants. Herein they pledge themselves to a pure,
temperate and active life, sub j ect onljs to the commands of Christ
and his representatives.As will be naturally supposed, prayer takes
an important place-at the tables, in school and in all meetings,
a
fact which gives occasion for Mohl * s ironical remark already re-
ferred to, viz., that Andreae merely adds" prayer-meetings" , and for
the rest, copies Campanella directly.
With such principles of education and religion, the
government and social and family life of the Christianopolis will
be readily understood. The officials are not feared but respected.
Their offices are performed in kindness and cooperation. '' direct
influence of the government of Geneva (as ouoted above from Andreae':
Vita) is found in the description of the office of chief judge.''"
This individual makes it his business, and it is also his pride, to
guard against the temptations that come to the citizens, and help
.
2
them to resist. Law suits do not occur, as property rights are
not involved. The jurists are teachers of political science and
Roman law. They are the official scribes of the community. The
senators are truly old, wise men. They study carefully the history
1 ) Chapter 33
2) Chapter ^0
3) Chapter 03
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of the past and look ahead to plan and meet emergencies.
The family is the unit of social life. Chastity is th«
highest virtue, and transgressions are abhorred and punished. Mar-
riage is 8 sacred institution. rhere being no property endowment,
the emphasis is laid upon character and personal worth. Moderation
in the relations between husband and wife is practiced- there is
such a thing as chastity even in married life. " The crown of wo-
man is motherhood, in the discharge of which duty, she takes prece-
dence of all heroes of the world". If we compare the delicacy of
Andreae's chapters relating to woman, with the almost bestial prin-
ciples of the purely physical marriage in Civitas, we will get an
idea of the difference in ethical tone which pervades the two works.
It is not the liberal and modern eugenic view of Civitas Sol is, re-
ad.justed to the" prosaic lponotony of an orthodox-protestant town ",
but fundamental differences in the spiritual make-up of the two men.
Though nowhere as noticeable as in these chapters, yet the differ-
ence of standards and fineness of feeling is evident throughout.
in looking over the content of Christianopoli s, if we
select those features upon which Andreae lays most stress, and which
for him form the essential parts of an ideal state, and condense
them into groups, we will find the following heads; Education, sci
-
e nee and investigation; rel igion, music and art; government and so-
cial connections. A comparison now of the above headings with the
emphasized factors in the Utopia and the Civitas Solis,and also the
method of treatment of these items will show, 1) that between the
Christ ianopol i s and the Utopia there is slight or partial agreement
only in some matters of social laws, government and rel igion. While
even in these fields the differences are greater than the likeness-
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es. 2) That the Civitas lays emphasis upon objective methods of
teaching, failure of the Aristotelian method, scientific investigatioi
of nature, mathematics and the value of painting. To say, however,
as several do who have "been quoted, that this coincidence necessar-
ily means a copy, is absurd. For these principles of education were
8 part of Andreae's system long before he saw any of Campanella's
^muscript. This will be evident from a few quotations out of the
Fama and the Confessio, which were in print respectively in 1614 and
1616, and the former of which was circulated in manuscript form as
early as 1610. The introduction of the Pama contains this prophecy:
"The blessed, dawn will soon appear , which, after the passing of the
gloomy night of moonshine or the scanty glimmerings of the sparks of
h* avenly wisdom which may still linger with men as nresagers of the
sunshine, will usher in the pure day, with which all heavenly
•treasurers will become known. This will be the genuine carbuncle, of
which we Biave learned that it will give forth light in darkness-
a welcome medicine to take away all ills and anxieties of men".
Other, parts of these earlier works will be used on later occasions.
Besides showing Andreae's early interest in the"wisdom which should
reverl all invisible things in the world -secret" (knowl c dge by ex-
perimental investigation) this section is also important because it
shows that even in 1610, the philosopher's stone as such was for him
a myth and merely symbolical of enlip;htenment.
In defense of the originality of the Descriptio (not
considering minor likenesses in form and detail) it may then be
briefly stated:
1) Andreae's notion of a Utopia dates fro^ his visit to Geneva,
and his seriousness in the matter of a realization of such an ideal
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state, is proved by his own personal efforts in the communities in
which he lived.
P)The principles inculcated are iiot duplicated in preceding Utopias
-his conception of an ideal state is a new one; and the system of
education as outlined, is strictly his own.
5) In matters of science and education where the Christianopolis
and the Civitas have important points in common, there is no proof
of copying; as the same principles are found in Andreae's earlier
works, espe cial"1 y the Fama.
4 ) As a final argument it may "be said with Gussmann^ "It would in-
deed speak hut badl# for Andreae^s historical greatness, if his
work, which fits so exactly into the frame of his other writings,
and ^hich is so thoroughly filled with his own peculiar soul (Geist)
were nothing more than a dry recasting , the trivial Bowdl eri zation
( Verbal lhornung) of the work of another".
1 V.Y.Guss-pnn, Christianopolis, in ^er ZkWL,Jahrg. 1PP6,VII,438
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THE CHRISTIANOPOLIS AND FRANCIS BACON'S NEW ATLANTIS.
The etory of the revolt against the Aristotelian meth-
od of arriving at conclusions, is one too oft discussed to require
lengthy repetition here. Suffice to say that many scientists of the
sixteenth century - among these especially Telesio Bernardino in I-
taly - were restive under the restrictions of the old system, and
were striving independently and in cooperation to pave the way for a
new philosophy of Nature. Among those who fought most strongly a-
gainst Aristotle and his teaching as it had passed down from his day,
and one to whom the greatest credit has "been given for overturning
an old and instituting a new system of philosophy, is Francis Bacon.
It would seem that he early conceived & dislike for Aristotle's sys-
tem; and, if we can trust a statement from Dr. Rawley which the lat-
ter says Bacon made to him in commenting upon his early student life^
expressed as much, as early as his sixteenth year when a student at
Cambridge - viz. that at that time 1 "he first fell into a dislike of
the philosophy of Aristotle, on account of its unfruitfulness ; it
being a philosophy only strong for disputations and contentions, but
barren of the production of works for the benefit of the life of man
1.
Bacon was born in 1560. His father, Sir Nicholas Ba-
con, had been Lord Keeper of the Royal Seal, to which office Bacon
also later attained. Francis Bacon entered Cambridge at twelve
7
stud-
ying and completing the regular course in the liberal arts. Being
destined by his father for service to the state, he accompanied an
embassy to France and spent some time at Calais. At his father's
death he returned to England and studied law and Political Science,
which became his regular profession in life. It must be added how-
1. Rawley' s Life of Bacon, in Spedding, I, 4

^6
ever, that law as such was never his greatest pleasure. In explana-
tion of this fact a statement of his own may serve. ' 'I possessed a
passion for research, a power of suspending judgment with patience,
of correcting false impressions, of arranging my thoughts with scrup-
ulous pains. "But my "birth, my rearing and education had all pointed
toward politics, not philosophy, and as not unfrequently the case
with young men I was sometimes shaken in mind by other men's opin-
ions. I also thought that my duty toward my country had special
claims upon me. Lastly I conceived the hope, that if I held some
honorable office in the state, I might thus secure helps and sup-
ports in my labors, with a view toward the accomplishment of my des-
tined task... With these motives I applied myself to politics. 11 1.
Under Elizabeth and later under James I Bacon made great advance-
ment in his profession, and held the highest offices under his gov-
ernment, until his disgrace and removal from the office of chancel-
lor in 1621. But during this time and especially during the five
years of his life in retirement, he seems to have spent all his
spare moments and to have devoted his best efforts - if we may judge
from his letters and works, and also from comments of Dr. Rawley,
hiB very intimate friend and the editor of his works - to the break-
ing down of what remained of the old method of Aristotle, and to the
building up of a 1 'new system' ' or 1
1
new instrument' * - organura -
which should free the intellectual world from the fetters of pure
logic and a sophistry and open up unknown nines of truth and infor-
mation - a system which Bacon maintains is entirely his own and
which will cause a complete revolution in thought. Of his many
work3
, those which deal especially with the subject before us are:
The Advancement of Learning, published in English in 1605, the Novum
Organum in Latin in 1620 and the De Augmentis, Latin in 1623. The
i. Tntrn. tn fl.B. smith 'a Edition. Bacon's Hew Atlantis, page XI § I
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Novum Organum or Instauratio Magna included the Advancement of Learn-
ing in revised and translated form. The Great Instauration also in-
cludes the Sylva Sylvarum, or Natural History, and to this was ap-
pended the New Atlantis when the former was published for the first
time "by Rawley after Bacon's death. The Sylva was the last thing
that occupied Bacon's time.
As to whether Bacon was entirely unprejudiced and un-
selfish in the matter is a disputed question. Wolff paints Bacon as
an antagonist of Aristotle, endeavoring to displace the latter from
his world throne and establish himself in the vacated place. 1.
In so doing, he maintains, that Bacon fails to realize or at least
to confess that his method is after all not entirely new, "but one
which eliminates from Aristotle his purely deductive reasoning, and
merely develops and adapts the inductive. Certain it is that In-
duction so often ascribed to Bacon does not begin with him. That
the attainment of knowledge through experimental means and the com-
piling of masses of detailed facts was, as already stated, suggested
and practiced long before. But Bacon was keen and quickwitted e-
nough to grasp the value of this method; and first formulated it in-
to definite principles. He insists, furthermore, that his induction
does not consist merely in simple enumeration of details and collec-
tion of facts but in an additional process of exclusion and rejec-
tion. 2. This feature is not discoverable in his earliest works as
for instance Valerius Terminus, but as a result of his own exper-
ience and perhaps suggestions from others, gradually appears. So
that his final scheme includes, as described by Spedding 3. three
steps: the ministration of the senses, of the memory and of the reas-
on, under which heads he includes the gathering of facts and material
;
X, Francis Bacon und seine Quellen, 235 ff 2.Bacon's Life & Works,
1.34. 3.Life ft Wprks, 1. 40 I
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and the proper checking of results.
Of all Francis Bacon's works none has created more in-
terest or has "been more commented upon than the 1 'New Atlantis 11 -
partly "because of the uncertainty as to the date of its composition,
partly "because of its content; and again, "because it is, as disting-
uished from Bacon's usual attempts, a work of fiction. The New At-
lantis was first written in English, not in Latin as stated "by Hen-
ry Morley, in his 1 'Ideal Commonwealths' 1
,
and others, and was among
the works 1. translated into Latin during the last five years of
Bacon's life to assure their preservation. 2. There was no date
on the manuscript - it was published in 1627, a year after Bacon's
death, at the end of the Sylva - and the work is a fragment. We
are told by Rawley 3. • 'That his Lordship thought also in the
present fable to have composed a frame of laws of the best state or
mold of a commonwealth. But foreseeing it would be a long work,
his desire of collecting the Natural History diverted him, which
he preferred many degrees before it . ' ' In his summary of the works
of Bacon's last five years - the years of his retirement - Rawley
puts New Atlantis between the History of Henry VII and De Augmentis.
This would make the date of its comppsition about 1623. No one dis-
puted this date until in comparatively recent years, when due to
the discovery of some papers in the Harleian Charters which were at-
tributed to Bacon, the date was suddenly pushed back seven to nine
years. In the paper mentioned 4. the New Atlantis is mentioned
twice. The contents of the paper would point to a date between
1614 and 1617, according to which the New Atlantis must have been at
least begun at that time. Dr. S.R. Gardiner took this view, and in
1. Hist, of Henry VII, The Counsel*" Civil and Moral. Dialog of the
Holy War 2. Rawley, Life of Bacon, p. 10 3. Works III , 127 ,Pref . to
fmn Atlantis, 4. H.C. iii D 14

hie ''Life of Bacon' ' in the Dictionary of National Biography states
'•New Atlantis, formerly supposed to have been written as late as
1623, but now known to have been composed before 1617.' ' This
change was accepted by all authorities, and was copied in cycloped-
ias and ''Lives'', until a full analysis of the case appeared in the
Athenaeum 1. in an article by Dr. G.C. Moore Smith. Dr. Smith
pointed out that the paper, representing an address given by Bacon
before the houses of parliament was probably the work of Thomas
Bushel, 2. written after the death of the former, and put into his
mouth for personal reasons. The argument of the article was accep-
ted by Dr. Gardiner in the next issue of the Athenaeum 3. and the
matter now stands as formerly. The fact that Dr. Rawley, the pri-
vate secretary of Bacon, definitely assigns the work to the last five
years of Bacon's life, would seem to be argument enough. And his
statement - just quoted - on the title page of the New Atlantis, sug-
gesting that ''it was unfinished because Bacon, being pressed for
be
time, preferred to continue the Natural History 1 ', would seem toA ad-
ditional proof - especially when we remember that the part in which
Bacon 7/as most interested - that of science and invention - was al-
ready completed. We can readily see why Bacon, having finished
that part of his ideal state, feeling - as he states several times -
that his death would cut off some of his productions, preferred to
leave the rest and take up his former task - that which lay nearer
to his heart. At any rate we may accept Dr. Smith's statement 4.
l.Peb. 3, 1900 2. Thomas Bushell 1594 - 1674 entered service of
Bacon at the age of 15 years. His habits were those of a spend-
thrift. When introduced at the court, his extravagant clothes were
noticed by King James. He was always in debt, and Bacon came to
hiB rescue often. When the latter was impeached, Bushell retired
from public life, but returned after Bacon's death and promoted sev-
eral mining schemes. In this capacity he seems to have used Bacon's
name for his own private ends. 3. Feb. 10 4. Smith's edition of
New Atlantis, Introduction page IX
I(
I
1
(
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• 'Accordingly any attack on Dr. Rawley's date, on the ground of the
Harleian paper, may be considered to be now abandoned.'
'
It cannot be doubted that Bacon set a high value on
the New Atlantis. And commentators have not hesitated to attribute
to it and to the ideals for which it stands a very prominent place
in literature and in the development of modern natural philosophy.
First of all Rawley 1. ''Certainly the model is more vast and high
than can possible be imitated in all things* Notwithstanding most
things therein are within men's power to effect.''
For those who have written on the subject, the New
Atlantis is the most perfect form of ideal state up to the time of
its publication, and for some, the scheme of a college and outline
for research therein contained, the one and only model for the Roy-
al Society of England and other similar institutions. Furthermore,
that this model of a college and the plans for 1
1
invest igating na-
ture 1 ' appear first in the New Atlantis and are entirely original
with Bacon has not as yet been much contested. It will, I trust,
be clear from a succeeding chapter, that the former contention is
not entirely true: and to show that the latter statement may be
seriously doubted, will be the purpose of the following pages.
There are certain undeniable likenesses in the New Atlantis and the
Christ ianopolis
A of Andreae , and circumstances point to a relation between them.
But before we take up a c mparison of the two, the question as to
whether it is at all possible that Bacon may have known Andreae f s
works will be looked into.
Bacon had regular correspondence with men of letters
in different parts of Europe, and he kept in as close touch as
possible with all available contemporary literary and scientific
productions. This cannot be doubted. For although his own personal
1. Title page of the New Atlantis III. 127
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references to such correspondents - those whose interests were sci-
entific rather than political - are comparatively few, certain inci-
dental remarks give evidence of the fafctB
.
Only once, so far as is
known, does he mention the Italian, Campanella. But in this "brief
reference 1. he plainly suggests his acquaintance with him and with
his ideas. A letter to Father Redemptus Baranza at Anneci - preserv-
ed in the collection of J. P. Niceron, 2. - deals with Baranza'
s
opinion on parts of the Novum Organum, which was published the sec-
ond year previous and which Baranza had evidently carefully perused.
Bacon* s letter asks the latter to take up and develop certain phases
of Natural Philosophy, and expresses - as often - the desire for
''fit assistants 1 ' in the work he was undertaking. He adds the
very suggestive clause ''I have seen those of your works that are
published - works, certainly, of great subtelty and diligence in
your way. The novelists - regularly at that time for innovators,
inventors and investigators - whom you name, Patricius, Telesius,
3. besides others whom v_ou do not mei^iojn, I have read... Let our ac-
quaintance be now Established ' Scaliger 4. is mentioned in the
Sylva 5. ''Therefore Scaliger does well to make the pleasure
1. Bacon's Works II, 13 2. Life and Letters VII, 374 3. Telesio
Berdardino , the Italian Philosopher was born a Calabrian in 1508.
He died in 1588. His philosophy is founded on experience, his re-
searches including Physics, Chemistry and Astronomy. An Academy
founded by him in Naples, being intended to educate scientists and
displace Aristotle's method, is still in existence. His chief work
is ' 'De Natura' 1 which appeared in fragment at Rome in 1568 and in
Naples in 1586. 4. Joseph Justus Scaliger 1540 - 1609. Perhaps
the most famous philologian of the sixteenth century. Studied in
Bordeaux and Paris, specializing in the classics and Hebrew liter-
ature. In 1566 he was in England, and spent the next 25 years in
various places in South Prance. He was converted to the protestant
church, and succeeded Lipsius as professor at Leyden in 1593. He
died in 1609. Among his very numerous and various writings are
several on scientific subjects. Heinsius and later Casaubon were
intimate friends and comrades of his. 5. Works II, 556, no. 694
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of generation a sixth sense 1
1
- referring to Scaliger f s Exercitat ion-
es adversus cardanum. And direct influence from the same source is
traceable in the description of the chameleon 1. and elsewhere.
Scaliger was in England in 1566 and kept up relations with the con-
tinent while at the University of Leyden.
In his memorandum of July 26th, 1608, Bacon speaks of
y
the influence of men abroad. 1 'Learned men beyond the seas, and
hearkening who they be that may be so inclined. ' ' Bacon knew of
Galileo and according to Mr. Ellis* preface to the ' 'Descriptio
Globi Intellectualis '•," listened eagerly for news from the stars,
brought by the latter*s telescope. 1 ' 2.
A letter to Sir Henry Wotton 3. is of especial in-
terest. In this letter Bacon says: ''the letter which I received
from your lordship upon your going to sea, was more than a compen-
sation for any former omission, and I shall ever be glad to enter-
tain a correspondence with you.'' 4. Spedding tells us that the
letter went in company with three copies of the Novum Organum.
Wotton was at the time on an embassy to Germany; and having a con-
siderable acquaintance with the men of learning in Europe, could do
much to advertise the book. He was so well acquainted with German,
that for years in Ingolstadt and Vienna he was mistaken for a Ger-
man . 5
.
A study of the lives of three men would seem especial-
ly to point toward a possible connection between Bacon and the cir-
cle of friends and acquaintances of Andreae on the continent. These
l.II p. 460, no. 360 from Scaliger 1 s Adv. Cardanun 196,4 2. Works
111,511 3. Sir Henry Wotton 1568 - 1639, diplomat and poet. He
was educated at Oxford, and went upon an extensive tour of Europe in
1588. He visited Altdorf , Linz - where he met Kepler - Vienna, Rome
and all Italy. In 1593 he was with Casaubon at Geneva and later in
Prance. In the service of Essex he accomplished diplomatic missions
in "France and Germany. After James ascension to the throne, he was
given posts as ambassador in various places in France and Spain. In
1619 he returned to England by way of Germany. He was present at

will be taken up separately.
Isaac Casaubon was "born at Geneva in 1559. He was
educated and afterwards taught the classics at the University in his
native city. In 1593 he became acquainted with Sir Henry Wot ton -
already referred to - who was at that time on his travels through
Europe; and the latter staid for some time at the home of Casaubon
while in Geneva. Casaubon soon had a world reputation among schol-
ars. The French, especially through the efforts of De Thou, 1.
tried hard to win Casaubon for France, X>y establishing him at one
of the French Universities. In 1596 he went to Mont Pelier. Even
earlier than this he had formed a close friendship with Scaliger,
then professor at Leydenjlhey had been introduced by Richard Thomson,
an Englishman. Scaliger, who was eighteen years Casaubon 1 s senior,
did not at first look upon his overtures with favor, but in the end
came to think very highly of his scholarly attainments, calling him
the ''most learned man in Europe.' 1 They corresponded regularly un-
til Casaubon* s death in England. From Montpelier Casaubon went to
Paris, taking up a position under Henry IV, under the title of Lec-
tureur du Roi. With James, he had already been in communication
while the latter was James VI of Scotland and he was long desirous
James' funeral and went to parliament under Charles. In his ack-
nowledgement of Bacon's letter and the three copies of the Novum
Organum he promised to give one of the latter to Kepler.
4.
5. Lucy Aiken, Memoirs of the Court of King James I. London, 1822,
vol. I, p. 117 ff.
1. De Thou, Historian and Statesman, 1553 - 1617. His home was in
Paris and during the reign of Henry IV, beginning in 1594, he was
president of the parliament. Had a wide circle of professional ac-
quaintances, including Scaliger, Heinsius and Bacon.

of taking up his abode in London. The death of Henry in 1610 re-
leased Casaubon from any obligations to stay longer; and the same
year he started for England in the suite of Lord Wotton of Marley,
the half brother of Sir Henry. With James he was very intimate -
the latter spent hours in conversation with him and supported him
with a considerable pension. The Bishop of Ely and the Dean of St.
Pauls were his closest friends, and he also spent much time at
Oxford and Cambridge. After his death in 1614 he was buried at
Westminster. His very numerous publications deal to a considerable
extent with the classics, and include translations from Greek into
Latin. Among the '•learned men beyond the seas ' i> Gas aubon^ who was
at the time of that writing in Paris^is to be counted. 1. He had
become acquainted with some of Bacon's writings and had written
to Sir George Cary, expressing his appreciation of them. Bacon
took advantage of this fact to open a correspondence with him, and
this was at least partly responsible for the call which Casaubon
received from James the following year. This letter 2. expresses
the desire for friendship and cooperation in the great work of sci-
entific research.
The second individual whose life may have formed a
link between those of Bacon and Andreae is Georg Rodolph Weckherlin.
He was born at Stuttgart in 1584, and entered the University of
Tubingen in the spring of 1601 pursuing the study of jurisprudence.
During the years immediately following his graduation from the Uni-
versity he entered the diplomatic service and discharged several
missions in Germany and Prance. Three years following 1607 he
spent in England, and in 1614 he is mentioned as acting as private
1. XI, 145 2. XI, 147

secretary to the duke at Wurteirfberg . His marriage to the daughter
of Francis Raworth of Dover called him to England in 1616, and af-
ter 1624 he was under secretary of state in England, haying charge
of the correction and examination of all official correspondence.
During the civil wars he took his stand with parliament, though in
the expedition against Scotland he followed Charles. In 1644 he was
made secretary of foreign tongues, which office he held until dis-
placed by Milton in 1649. In 1652 when Milton's sight began to
fail, Weckherlin was his assistant. He died the following year.
W.eckherlin is known first of all as a poet, and has left a collec-
tion of several hundred poems. Among these there is one of some
length dedicated to ' 'Heinrich Wotton, dem Engelischen Ritter 11
,
while another is an adaptation of one of Wotton' s odes 1. This, it
is to be remembered is the Sir Henry Wotton who lived with Casaubon
in 1593 at Geneva with whom Bacon corresponded and to whom he sent
his Novum Organura in 1620. It will also be noted that Weckherlin
entered the University of Tubingen the same year as did Andreae
,
and that they spent the following four years there together, the
on© in Jurisprudence
,
the other in Theology. And furthermore Weck-
herlin was a close friend of Benjamin von Buwinckhausen , a very
worthy man. At the latter 's death Andreae conducted the funeral
services and in his sermon speaks of him as 1 'A man of the greatest
worth, of whom I shall never speak except with great honor. 1 ' 2.
And the third individual to be considered is Sir Toby
Matthew, courtier, diplomat and writer. He v/as born in 1577 and
educated at Oxford. In 1698 he visited a friend in Prance but re-
turned soon thereafter. In 1601 re went to parliament and became
acquainted with Bacon here. The next few years he spent in Europe
1.Nos. 44 and 11 of Goedek's collection of W.*s poem. Leipz. 1873
2. Weckherlin 's • 'Oden und Gesange' 1 im Hopfner and ''Vita' 1 p. 113
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visiting specially Italy and Spain. While abroad he became convert-
ed to the Catholic faith. This, though he kept the fact secret for
a while, made permanent residence in England impossible, as he re-
fused to take the oath of allegiance. He was therefore abroad
more than in England, though he made several attempts to be permit-
ted to live at home, attempts in which Bacon took his part earnest-
ly. While in Brussels he received a copy of the Advancement of
Learning and in 1610 the De Sapientia Veterorum. During the next
few years he translated into Italian several of Bacon 1 s works, among
them the essays. At a later period again at Brussels he translated
into English f, The incomparable Dr. S. Augustine' * and 1 'The Peni-
te»t Bandito' 1 . In 1624 he was appointed one of the 84 ' *Essentials
or original working members of an Academe Royal - the scheme of
which had been completed by EdJaund Bolton. 1. In 1625 as a mark
of especial favor to Matthew^ Bacon added his essay on Friendship to
the series, deferring in his letter to the friendship existing be-
tween Matthew and himself. 2. In Bacon f s will was found a clause
by which he left thirty pounds to be expended in purchasing a ring
for Matthew. The latter died in the English College at Ghent in
1655. During Matthew's extensive travels in Europe he visited many
towns in Italy, Prance, Switzerland, Spain and Germany. And the
whole period of their acquaintance, from the time he became acquain-
ted with Bacon in 1601 till the latter 's death, a regular corres-
pondence was kept up between them. Many of these letters are pre-
served - some quoted by Spedding. All show the closest friendship
between Bacon and Matthew and a great appreciation on Bacon's part
of the literary and critical ability of Matthew. As Bacon's books
1. Edmund Bolton, 1575-1633. Historian and Poet. In 1617 he proposed
a scheme for a college, and its fellows were actually chosen - the
Academe Royal. But James died, and his successor showed no great in-
terest in the institution. Hence the organization dissolved.
2.
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came out, copies were at once sent to Matthew, with a view toward
getting the latter 's opinion as well as having them circulated on
the continent. As is evident from the letters, Matthew was on the
Bacon
lockout continually for literary men whose acquaintanceAwould "be
glad to make, and whose scientific investigations could he of ser-
vice to him in his own researches.
It will be evident from the foregoing pages that a
knowledge on the part of Bacon, of Andreae's Chr istianopolis , and
the Fama, and some of the other works, which appeared from 1614 to
the time of Bacon's death, and some of which were circulated even
earlier in manuscript form, is not hy any means out of the ques-
tion. Rather it would seem almost impossible that Bacon should
not have hoard of them through one or the other of -their mutual
acquaintances. The problem then becomes one of inner evidence in
the works in question, to determine if possible whether they are
kindred. This matter will be taken up now.
G.C. Moore Smith, in the introduction to his edition
of the New Atlantis devotes some pages to the tracing of the name
New Atlantis to its sources. In the Utopia itself, Bacon refers
to the Atlantis' 1 - the island mentioned in the Critias of Plato.
This island and the sea around it were named after Atlas and in-
habited by his children and their descendants. Francisco Lopes de
Gomara in his History of the Indias 1. made Plato's Atlantis the
continents of America, or rather the present America is all that
is left of Atlantis after having been partially sunk into the sea
as a result of an earthquake. Bacon refers to the same Atlantis as
having been almost depopulated by a great local flood: and locates
his island of New Atlantis between the Great Atlantis and the Orient
1. 1552
It
t
/
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Of greater interest for the present discussion, however, is the
name of the city built upon the island. This is Ben Salem - Son of
Peace or Salvation. The ''Vill/age of Peace' ' - Caphar Salama -
and the Hierosolyma in the Utopia of Andreae seem to have "been direct
ly transferred to Ben Salem and to Nova Solyma - A New Peace - the
latter being the Ideal City of Samuel Gott which will be discussed
in our next chapter.
Ih form and general style the two works under consid-
eration are the same. In each case it is the experience of an in-
dividual as the latter relates it to his hearers or readers - not a
dialog as we have seen was the case in both More and Campanella.
Smith 1. comments favorably upon Bacon's beginning. ' 'How natur-
al an opening! No Introduction, no account of persons spoken of -
merely, 'We sailed from Peru' '* The introduction continues ''We
had good winds at first. But then the winds came about and settled
in the West. Next strong and great winds came from the South.
Finding ourselves in the midst of the greatest wilderness of waters
in the world, we gave ourselves up for lost men and prepared for
death. 11 Nov/ if we omit for the time the allegorical dressing
from the Chr istianopolis
,
however effective this may be, we have
almost the identical words 2. !I I set sail again upon the sea. I
left the port with many others and exposed my life to a thousand
dangers. For a short time the weather favored us, then adverse
winds drove contrary currents against us and we despaired. The
sailors did their best, but we soon saw destruction before our eyes
and stood in readiness for death.
'
1
1. New Atlantis Introduction XXIII 2. Chapter I
t I
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Then follows the landing. In the Chr istianopolis 1«
it is a wreck and a violent casting ashore. In the New Atlantis a
voluntary landing in boats. But in "both cases the adventurers are
kindly taken up and cared for. In the Christ ianopolis 2. the
stranger paeses three distinct examinations before he is given full
privileges to use the city. In the New Atlantis the examination
and the questioning on the ship, before landing is permitted, and
continues on shore. The first question 3. 1 'Are ye Christians? 1 '-
the most important - is followed by an oath, giving evidence that
no blood has been shed, and that the party is not a band of pirates.
In thd Chr istianopolis the first examination is likewise a caution
against vagabonds and tramps. A further suggestion of the same is
expressed in the address given to the crew in the strangers' house
by the leader 4. After dwelling upon the miracle of their escape
and rescue he adds: 1 'Yet there is more. For they have by command-
ment - though in form of courtesy - cloistered us within these walls
for three days. Who knoweth whether it be not to taice some taste
of our manners and conditions? And if they find them bad, to banish
us straightv/ay , if good, to give us further time.'' The parallel
can be traced through the whole story. A mere detail of difference
lies in the fact that Andreae divides his work into short chapters.
But they are so well arranged and so closely connected that we get
the idea of an uninterrupted relation of experience and description
of impressions as the visitor passes through the city, even as is
the case in New Atlantis. In the Christianopolis the division is
merely one of print.
The strangers' house and the fund for strangers in
the New Atlantis is but an elaboration of Andreae 1 s simpler method
1. Chapters 1 & 2. 2. Chapter 4. 3. New Atlantis 131 4. Ibid.
134
!t
of showing kindness to strangers and caring for then after their
worthiness has "been established. And the latter fact is also care-
fully investigated at New Atlantis. The rather lengthy and some-
what unnecessary description of the rooms in which the strangers
are Kept, and the preparations made for their reception and nursing,
(XT» very naturally suggested by the fact that here a whole ship's
crew is to be accounted for, instead of but one individual. The
principle of humanity and charity seems to me to be brought out just
as clearly in the Chr istianopolis in a less boastful manner though
Smith 1. sees in these points poetic means to greater ' 'natural-
ness' 1 in the description. The latter part of the New Atlantis 2.
is taken up with a description given by one of the Fathers of Salo-
mon's House as to the purposes and aims of this ''college''. At the
close of this, or rather in the midst of it - the narrative breaks
off, and we are left to guess under what circumstances the visitors
left the island and returned home to tell their story. But the
fact that they were by especial act merely permitted to stay longer
than the usual time, and v/ere not permitted to stay permanently as
a whole party, together with the farewell statement of the Father
of Salomon's House ''I give thee leave to publish what I have told
thee, for the good of other nations' 1 - these would naturally lead
to a conclusion much like that of the Christ ianopolis . This will
suffice for a comparison of the narrative form of the two works
.
A strong point of similarity is found in the religious
conditions in the two places. Bensalem, like Christianopolis is a
Christian state. A history of the island gives in substance the
following mystical account of the introduction of the Christian re-
ligion into the place. 3. Twenty years after the ascension of
1. Intro. XXIII of his New Atlantis 2. 156 ff 3. New Atlantis
137
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Christ, the inhabitants of the East side of the island saw a great
pillar of light in the night. Upon investigation with boats it was
found that the pillar was unapproachable. Until one of those pres-
ent - a wise man of the society of Salomon's House, recognizing the
miracle, prayed to God for light, and thereupon found his boat free
to move ahead. The column disappeared as he approached ; but at its
base was found an ark containing the canonical books of the old and
new testaments and a message to the following effect: M I, Barthol-
omew, a servant of the Highest, and apostle of Jesus Christ, was
warned by an angel that appeared to me in a vision of glory that I
should commit this ark to the floods of the sea. Therefore I do tes-
tify and declare unto that people where God shall ordain this ark
to come to land, that in the same day is come unto them salvation
and peace and good will, from the Father and from the Lord Jesus.' 1
The implication of the message is that a safe place was to be found
where God might establish his religion, and have it bear fruit in
the hearts and lives of an honest and wise people. Nov/ we find a
strikingly similar idea expressed in the Christ ianopoiis . First 1.
'
' . . .the church, which has been tossed about so many thousand years
on the world-sea'*. But especially 2. in answer to the question
''What blessedness set up its abode here?'' the stranger is told
''When the whole world raged against the good, and forced them to
depart out of her boundaries, then Religion, an exile, taking along
her most faithful friend3, after crossing the sea and searching here
and there, finally chose this land where she landed her associates:
and later she built a city which we call ,, the Christian city'
*
,
and desired that it should be the abode or refuge, if you like, of
honesty and uprightness
.
1
• Even the questions which bring out these
1. Chapter 36 2. Chapter 3
t I
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explanations are strangely alike. It is the first question for in-
formation in tooth cases. 11 Who was the apostle and how was the
place converted to the Christian faith?
'
1 The guide in the New At-
lantis answers 1. : ' 'Ye knit my heart to you "by asking this ques-
tion in the first place ; for it sheweth that ye seek first the King-
dom of heaven.' • And he then, like the guide in the Chr istianopolis
,
proceeds to explain the manner of the conversion of the island. A
strange and unexpected development for Bacon is the mystical, mys-
terious description of the ark containing the letter and bible. One
is instictively reminded of the secret vault described in the Fama.
Innumerable are the references to prayer and worship,
which correspond in the two works. Thanks to God for rescue from
the storm and safe landing among a Christian people t oaths in the
name of God and Christ as pledge for past and future behavior.
There is no mention of daily meals and church attendance in the New
Atlantis. But the prayers at the Feast of the Family 2. - to "be
spoken of again,- the only festivity of the sort described, and
the benedictions at the close, are all suggestive of table and fami-
ly prayers, as is the case in the Chr istianopolis . The father of
S/Qlomon's House, as he passes through the city, raises his hand and
silently blesses the people. He begins his discourse about the col-
lege with the words, ''God bles3 thee my son 1 ' and closes with the
same phrase. So also the officer of the strangers' house 3. comes
''as a priest and a Christian'* to bring what assistance and com-
fort he can to the afflicted. And the leader of the crew says in
his address to them 4. ''Let us look to God and every man reform
his own ways. Besides we are come here amongst a Christian people,
full of piety and humanity. •' Again 5. ''It seemed to us that we
l.New Atlantis 137 2. ibid. 147 3. ibid. 135 4. ibid. 134
5. ibid. 136
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had before us a picture of our salvation in heaven ; for we that were
a while since in the jaws of death, were now "brought into a place
where we found nothing but consolation 1 In like manner in the
Christ ianopolis 1. the stranger is addressed ' 'How fortunate you
are, because after so vengeful a storm and ship wreck, you have
happened to be landed at this place.' 1 The religious, the Christian
element in both the New Atlantis and in the Christianopolis is a
very essential part of the whole.
Socially the two Utopias are closely akin. The family
is the unit of society, and upon it is built the whole social fabric
This conception is very far developed in the New Atlantis. The
Feast of the Family is instituted and celebrated in honor of him
whose family counts at least thirty living members. On an appointed
day the head of the family, having previously chosen several friends
to assist in the celebration, meets with the members of his family
according to a stated ceremony. The occasion is made use of to
settle all petty disputes between members, to impress lessons of
morality, piety, patriotism and obedience; and to bring all into
close association with each other. The ceremony, rather elaborate
and impressive, does not especially concern us here. The important
features are these: the feast is religious in character, including
invocation, hymns, prayer and benediction. It bears also direct re-
lation to the state: for the expenses are supplied from the state
treasury, and the head of the family hereafter wears a medal pre-
sented by the king. Socially it emphasizes two important points;
first the principle of family unit. Toward the close of the cere-
mony, one of the sons is chosen who shall henceforth live with the
father in the latter 1 s house, assist him in the affairs of his
1. Chapter 2

household, and so hold the family together "by taking the father's^4
place in case of his death. Secondly, raising up a large family.
For no man is so honored throughout the state as such a 11 family-
father 1 *. He is granted a charter containing many privileges and
exceptions; and the medal presented by the king hears the inscrip-
tion ''To
,
our well beloved friend and creditor' 1 - a title
proper only in this case, 1 'for they say a king is debtor to no man,
but for the propagation of his subjects. 1. In this feast they
pray to Adam, Uoah and Abraham, whereof the former two peopled the
world, and the latter was the father of the faithful.
How just these features are made enaphatic in the
Christ ianopolis . Family and table prayers and hymns are the daily
rule. Contrary to conditions in all earlier Utopias, there are no
common tables, except for pupils in the boarding schools; but the
family meets daily around its private board. The government deals
out food and provisions each week to families 2. - a family consist-
ing of father, mother and younger children - the older sons and
daughters being in boarding school or at college. And as to the
importance of family increase, the quotation already suggested in
the preceding chapter will suffice ''The crown of woman is mother-
hood." 3.
The second question asked of the guide in the New
Atlantis is one relating to marriage: ' 'Because propagation of fam-
ilies proceedeth from nuptial copulation, what laws have you con-
cerning marriage; and do you keep marriage well: and are you tied
to one wife? For where population is so much affected, such as
with you it seems to be, there is commonly permission of pluralit}'
of wives.' 1 4. The answer to this question is given with a con-
l.New Atlantis 149 2. Chapter 15 3. Chapter 90 4. ibid. 151
and 152 4.

siderable amount of pride, and shows the following facts: there is
not under heaven so chaste a nation as that of Ben Salem - so free
from polution and foulness. It is the virgin of the world. If the
spirit of fornication "be represented by a ''foul and ugly Ethiop''
then the spirit of chastity of Ben Salem would appear in the like-
ness of a fair, "beautiful cherubin. There are no dissolute women,
courtesans and the like. These the people of Ben Salem detest and
they are surprised that Europeans countenance and permit a nuisance
that is so detrimental to the lives and health of the inhabitants.
Purity in married life even is observed.' ' For whosoever is un-
chaste, cannot reverence himself. And the reverence of man's self
is next to religion - the chiefest bridle of all vices. 1 ' 1. The
marriage relation is the most sacred in life. Polygamy is not prac-
ticed - that would be out of harmony with the spirit of the family.
Consent of parents is necessary for legal marriage.
Now it will be remembered that the Chr istianopolis
expresses views almost identical with these. 2. ''The glory of a
conquest over the passions'* ... Purity of personal life, in the
single as in the married state, consent of parents on the part of
the contracting parties, permanency and seriousness of marriage -
these are the chief points in both cases. Only in one respect does
Bacon's ideal differ from that of Andreae , and here we must admit
again as in the case of More and Campanella that the latter stands
higher in the ethical scale. ''ijhave read 1 ' says the speaker in
the New Atlantis 3. ' 1 in a book of one of your men - plainly More-
of a feigned commonwealth, where the married couples are permitted
before they contract, to see one another naked. This the inhabi-
tants of Ben Salem dislike, for they think it a scorn to give a re-
I. New Atlantis 153 2. Chapter 18 3. New Atlantis 154
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fusal after so familiar knowledge. But "because of many hidden de-
fects in men and women 1 s bodies, they have a more civil way; for
they have near every town a couple of pools - which they call Adam
and Eve's pools - where it is permitted to one of the friends of
the man, and another of the friends of the woman, to see them sever-
ally bathe naked.' ' This was for Bacon a desirable mean, or a com-
promise between the strictly ' 'eugenic' 1 coneeptions of More, and
his own notions of propriety.
A few other minor points of similarity will be men-
tioned now before we pass to the chief matter^ - that of the found-
ing of a college.
Both governments are particular about health regula-
tions and sanitary conditions. In the New Atlantis the ship ! s
crew is disinfected - not very thoroughly, it is true - before
landing. 1. The city is provided with baths 2. for health and
cleanliness. The Christianopolis has not only baths but an elabor-
ate sewer system as well 3.: and the authorities are very careful
lest contagion come to the citizens through guest s . 4.
Similar expressions occur in connection with the rules
of hospitality to strangers. At his first meeting with the inhabi-
tants of Christianopolis the shipwrecked sailor gives us the fol-
lowing information: 11 He led me to the city where he said I would be
well taken up, according to the usual charitable kindliness shown
in his country toward unfortunate strangers. I could answer noth-
ing but 'Thanks and praise to God'. '• In the New Atlantis 5. in
the rehearsal of the past history of the state the visitors are
^ told: ''For first he - the king - hath preserved all points of hu-
manity in taking order and making provision for the relief of strang-
1. New Atlantis 132 2. ibid. 157 ». Chapter 95 4. Chapter 97
5. Chapter 3
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ers distressed, whereof you have tasted. 1 ' * 'At which'
'
, we are
told ''as reason was we all arose and bowed,' 1
But the New Atlantis is important primarily and has
become famous chiefly because of the picture drawn and the descrip-
tion given of a 1 'college' 1 - a group of learned and capable men
endowed, and working together toward a common end - the attainment
of knowledge by experiment, the enriching of the world's store of
information by the process of investigation into nature and dis-
covering in her the truths and principles that have existed from all
is
time. BaconAordinar ily credited with having originated the entire
scheme and as being alone responsible for the founding of such
colleges, academies and societies in England. It is not his plan of
a college entirely that has been so much praised, nor yet the indi-
vidual experiments or lines of investigation that he suggests. For
of the latter some have proved to be visionary, impracticable and
not altogether desirable ; and others were not original, but taken
from More, Roger Bacon and other former investigators in England.
But it is rather the mere suggestion that such an institution would
be desirable and would lead to good results.
As in the case of the other Utopias we have taken up,
and perhaps even to a much higher degree, this one represents the
author's favorite work. There can be no doubt but that Bacon con-
sidered the New Atlantis - as far as completed - one of his most im-
portant productions, as embodying the principles which he had de-
veloped in years of experience. Yet the New Atlantis, aside from
being a fragment, is not a complete description of a well balanced
city in the same sense as the Christ ianopolis is. In the former
certain features, not always essentials , are given very great impor-
tance - as for instance the history of the great Atlantis, while
[ 1
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other factors more necessary for ah ideal state are entirely omitted-
Little or no mention is made of education of the children and youth,
occupation of the citizens and matters of daily life. This diffi-
culty would not likely have been remedied even if the work had been
finished according to the plans of the author. For Rawley tells
us on the title page, 1. * 'His lordship thought also in the present
fable to have composed a frame of laws, of the best state or mold
of a commonwealth. 1
1
And it seems probable that the code of laws
would have completed the work. This fits in well with Bacon's own
life and interests. The account of his life in the autobiographic-
al statement already quoted 2. shows the two objects of his life,-
benefit to humanity by founding a new system of experimental phil-
osophy, and by a study of all legal conditions. In the New Atlantis
if completed, the second object would have been fulfilled in the
while
code of laws , the prominence of the first stands out clearly in
the estimation in which the college is held, and the purpose which
is ascribed to it. 3. ''The knowledge of our foundation is the
knowledge of causes and secret motions of things, and the enlarging
of the bounds of human empire, to the effecting of all things pos-
sible.' ' 4. "It so fell out that there was in one of the boats
one of the wise men of the society of Solomon's House, which house
or college is_ the very eye of the kingdom.
'
1 5. 1 'Ye shall under-
stand that amongst the excellent acts of that king, one above all
hath the preeminence. It was the erection and institution of an
order or society which we call Solomon's House - the noblest founda-
tion as we think that ever was upon the earth, and the lantern of
l.New Atlantis 127 2 . Pw^U <\^> tU\W
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this kingdom. It is dedicated to the study of the works and crea-
tures of God . '
•
This object of the college, the direction in which in-
vestigations are to be made, and the methods by which results are
to be obtained are stated More in detail in succeeding pages of the
New Atlantis. We will confine ourselves only to those matters
which have become practical since Bacon's time.
The organization of Salomon's House 1. - the College
of Six Days Work - is not complicated. The work is divided. Cer-
tain members of the staff, fellows socalled, are sent out into the
world at definite intervals of time. It is their duty to visit the
countries to which they are delegated, examine the conditions that
exist, note the improvements and changes, especially in the ' 'Sci-
ences, arts, manufactures and inventions'' and bring back books,
patterns and instruments of all kinds. They are well provided with
money, so that everything of value is obtainable by them. Their
reports and purchases are examined into by other members of the
college at home. Of these some read the books and test the value
of experiments, some try new experiments based on the results of
the former; some collect and tabulate the results etc. The material
actually dealt with covers a broad field. Observation of wind,
weather and heavenly bodies; analysis of soils and their use in
forcing plants; study of trees and shrubs for their own improvement
and the utilization of the fruit; study of the habits of bees and
silk worms, preparation of drinks - wine, ale etc. - also of medi-
cines and concoctions for the restoration of health; dissecting of
bodies of animals with a view toward obtaining knowledge of the
human body. In mechanics there are experiments dealing with mo-
tions in air and water, forces and projectiles - even perpetual mo-
p.. New Atlantis 146.156 f
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tions. 1. There is the study ©f sound, light and smell, resulting
in new scales, colors and odors. For the performing of these in-
vestigations, large and elaborate rooms have been fitted up. Deep
caves and high towers, laboratories, sound houses, perfume houses,
perspective houses, engine houses etc. - each equipped according
to the latest models.
As to what contribution Andreae has to make in this
direction Guhrauer 2. has the following comment to make, deferr-
ing to the Christ ianopolis • ' 'Here then, principles of genuine
Natural Science based upon observation and experiment, founded at
the same time by Bacon are applied to different faculties. And what
is surprising, we see the plan of an academy or college of Natural
Science, and the sciences and arts connected therewith, with collec-
tions of specimens, gardens, and like establishments represented
in clear outlines - long before the famous fragment of Bacon of
Verulam which dressed in like costume pursues like purposes
,
viz.
the New Atlantis was published - which latter is usually looked
upon as the first impetus for the founding of Natural Science aca-
demies and colleges. •'
Nov/ it is perfectly true that Bacon and Andreae were
men of somewhat similar type and that their interests followed
similar lines. Both, one as a lawyer, the other as a preacher,
came in touch with humanity and civilization. Both were led to see
the conditions of society and, being of sympathetic and at the same
time aggressive temperament, desired to make improvement. Both were
1. This was a favorite attempt among all experiment or s . Comenius
devoted considerable time to the matter.
2. Quoted in Gussmann's article 467
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men of letters, university-trainedjinsatiable students, and alive to
all the ideas that were being promulgated. Both, though "born and
living in different countries, were "breathing the same atmosphere
and moving realms of thought. And it is especially true that in
their studies, their attention had been repeatedly drawn to the in-
surmountable difficulties in attaining Knowledge through the means
thus far placed at their disposal. Hence one might well see how
they would arrive at somewhat similar results, though working quite
independently of each other. But the very striking agreement be-
tween the plans and outlines, even in some of the details of the
institutions which they advocated, makes one wonder whether the
facts do not justify the assumption of more than a coincidence. In
comparison with the views of Bacon regarding his college as quoted
earlier, we have the following from Andreae. 1.
Speaking of the location of the college: * 'It is time
that v/e go into the very innermost part of the city, which is as it
were the soul of the city, and impacts to the latter , life and in-
spiration.'' Bacon calls his college the ''eye'' of Bensalem.
Again 2. ''Never have I seen the like - so much human perfection
united in one place.'' And as for the directions in which advanced
education branches out, things actually done, and experiments car-
ried out, very much in New Atlantis has its counterpart in the Chris-
tianopolis. Andreae^ chapter on Astronomy 3. outlines the study
of the heavenly bodies, their sizes and distances, courses of plan-
ets, eclipses. Agriculture and cattle raising 4. are not only
1. Chapter 2 6 2. Chapter 26 3. 67 4. Chapter 8
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practiced "but made a systematic study. The department is presided
over by a man M except ionally well versed in the science of Agricul-
ture, pasturing and cattle "breeding. 11 The use of fertilizer is well
understood and the times when it may "be "best applied to the culti-
vated fields. Beside the garden behind every dwelling house 1.
which serves to beautify and decorate the lot, as well as promote
the health of those who work it, there are gardens 2. in connec-
tion with the £o2e_£e containing ''over a thousand varieties of
plants
,
as might be called a living "botany text . 1 ' Soma of these
are for decorative purposes only, others cire to "be used as food,
while still others are carried to the drug shops, to be prepared
as medicines. The New Atlantis says of the plants and herbs 3.
of
•
'Many of them we so order as they becomeAmedicinal use and 4. ''We
have dispensatories and medicine shops, wherein you may easily
think, if we have such variety of plants and living creatures more
than you have in Europe, the simples, drugs and ingredients of medi-
cines must likewise be in so much greater variety. 11 To return to
Christianopolis , the gardens are well ordered, each class of plants
having its own proper place. And it is especially plain that these
plots are all for experimental purposes; for large gardens are with-
out the city walls where food materials are raised in proper amounts
to supply the town. In the college gardens also are found birds and
bees ' 'which are tended with great care.'' The practice of dissec-
tion is pursued and the principles of anatomy studied, 5. in an es-
pecially equipped apartment. As in the New Atlantis the bodies of
animals are made the subjects, and the information thus obtained is
used to increase the knowledge of Anatomy,- ''there being nothing in
the world as wonderful as the workshop of the human body,- which
they call a miniature of the universe. We are told 6. ''They
l.Chap. 23 2. Chap. 94 3. New At 1. 158 4. ibid. 160 5. Chap. 46
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have a place especially dedicated to the dissection of animals. No
one could find fault with this practice|of finding the seat of "bodily
ailments and striving to assist nature, except such a one as, along
with barbarians, thinks it unnecessary to know onesself . There are
even among persons who consider themselves scholar's, some v/ho know
nothing about where they live, breathe, digest or excrete, except
that it is somewhere within their skins. But the teachers of
Christ ianopolis show the youth the operations of life from the or-
gans of animals; and sometimes they dissect a human body - though
this is rare
.
1
1
The mechanics are given their proper attention, as
are also the crafts. Laboratories, physical and chemical, serve
as workshops for trying out newly invented instruments. Minerals
and metals are worked. 1 ' In the eastern quarter of the city are the
seven shops fitted out for melting, forging , cast ing and molding of
metals .. .Here , if anywhere, is seen the examination of nature, since
whatever the earth contains in its bowels is brought under the in-
fluence of the laws and instruments of art; the men are not impell-
ed to their work without knowledge like beasts, but have been long
ago inspired by a careful knowledge - cognitio - of the things of
natural science, and thence take their delight in the bowels of na-
ture. Unless you listen to the reasons and look into the anatomy
of the macrocosmoB, they think they have told and taught you noth-
ing. Unless you determine by experiments, and make corrections
with better instruments for the improvement of the arts, you are of
no value. Take my word for it, if Sophistry should wish to be con-
sidered here, it would be a mockery; to such an extent do they pre-
fer activity - res - over words. For here one can greet true and
genuine Chemistry, and can listen to her freely and diligently ... In
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a word, here natural science - Physics - i£ act_iy e . ' 11.
As one more important similarity, the conception of
the obtainment of knowledge by inspiration - the dawning of 1 'light 1
must be mentioned. The Christ ianopolis is full of references to
It - sometimes used purely in a religious sense and again with ref-
erence to an inner light, the flashes of genius. A few instances
may be cited. In the introduction 2. * 'For the return of light. 11
•'That God permitted darkness to fall upon the minds of the godless'.'
3. •'The light of new religion dawned within us again.'' 4. ''The
deceiver cannot withstand those who have a higher light within. 1 '
5. ''They recognize their mistake, or the lack of light in their
souls. 1 ' 6. ''They try to remind themselves of the eternal light."
7. ''We believe in an everlasting life in which we will possess
perfect light, contentment, quiet, wisdom and joy.'' 8. ''Those
who know not what they want, and so, blind guides, who pride them-
selves with having much light, draw others into the abyss who are
still blinder that they." 9. '»To promote the light of truth."
10. "They will never repent that they have come from darkness into
light." 11.
From the New Atlantis three instances only will be
cited, but these are important. The one object in sending men out
from the college and having them visit foreign lejids , is knowledge.
"Thus we maintain a trade, not for gold, silver or jewels, nor for
silks, nor for spices, nor for any other commodity of matter; but
only for God's first creation, which was light, to have light, I
say, of the growth of all parts of the world.'' 12. The twelve
men who go out into the world are called "merchants of light" and
1. Chapter 11 2. page 2 3. p. 3 4. p. 4 5. p. 5 6. p. 10
7. Chap. 25 8. Chap. 28 9. Chap. 18 10. Chap. 29 11. Chap. 34
12. Hew Atlantis 147
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''then after diverse meetings and consults of our whole number, to
consider the former labors and collections, we have three men that
take care out of them to direct new experiments of a higher light,
more penetrating into nature than the former. These we call Lamps/ 1
1.
Guhrauer in the statement quoted above mi^ht have gone
still further. Not only in the Christ ianopolis of 1619, but in the
Pama which was written nine years earlier, and in several intermedi-
ate works do we find the same plan. The Praternitas is a body of men
banded together for the very same purpose as that suggested in the
New Atlantis: "to institute a general reformation ' ' 2. and 3.
''a general reformation divini et humani' 1 4. ''to discover the
mysteries of nature* 1 5. and to study men all over the earth. 6.
This brotherhood, beginning with only four members was later in-
creased to include eight ''all free men through whom a volume of
knowledge might be collected of all that man could hope for.'' 7.
The college is called that of the Holy Spirit. Its members travel
abroad and learn what they can in foreign countries, but return
upon a set date each year to the college to report, or send a sub-
stitute if unable to come. These are the essentials of the Pama,
and it would appear, also the elements of Bacon's College of Six
Days.
A few matters of importance might be spoken of, in
which the Christ ianopolis and the New Atlantis seem to differ con-
siderably, or v/hich are looked upon from a different point of view
by the two writers. The idea of Freedom, so oft recurring and so
1. New Atl. 164 2. p. 3 3. p. 12 4. p. 30 5. p. 4 6.P.1
7. p. 13
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much emphasized in the Christ ianopolis , does not play so important
a part in the ITew Atlantis, even the political conception of the
state is not quite so democratic as might have been expected. The
plan of government in the latter is monarchial and rather central-
ized. But we must remember that Bacon had been and was on the clos-
est terms of friendship with the king of England and might expect
assistance or hindrance according as his works met with the latter f s
approval or disapproval. And the Stuarts were not such, with their
ideas of Divine Right , as would have been pleased with the picture
of an ideal state in which freedom and denocracy were too prominent.
In the New Atlantis we have a lengthy description of
the history, early prominence and decay of the civilization of
America, the large Atlantis. This is a matter which
,
naturally
wanting in the Christianopolis , can be easily accounted for from
the close relations existing between America and England in Bacon's
time. The description of the clothes and costumes worn on state
occasions 1. corresponds well with the elaborateness and gaudy
colors of dress in the 16th and 17th century at court. The Chris-
tianopolis is simpler in this respect, and on like occasions when
great and good men are to be described, speakd of the face and bear-
ing rather than of the dress. On the other hand Andreae's interest
in music and art, the fact that he was himself musical and a critic
of art, explain the prominence given in his Utopia to art, music and
song. Such evidences of the personality and environment of the two
authors are noticeable in other parts of their ideal states, which
need not be mentioned.
In the foregoing pages it has been made plain that
contrary to what most commentators on Bacon have to say, his was
1. Hew Atlantis 154 and 155
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not the first Utopia which definitely outlined an ideal state built
upon the basis of modern philosophy; and that his college of sci-
entific research based upon an experimental method of reasoning was
preceded several years by another, just as carefully outlined and
completely detailed as his own; that the elements of the college
were present in the Fama which was published a decade before the
New Atlantis was composed, and circulated as early as 1610. Further-
more an effort has been made to show that it is not at all impossi-
ble that Bacon may have known these very works either directly or
indirectly; and that a careful comparison of the Utopias in quest-
tion places the matter rather in the realm of strong probability.

THE CKRISTIANOPOLIS AND NOVA SOLYMA
6 P.
The iiTimecliate effect of the Christianopolis in Germany
was not as great as might have been expected, i.e., it did not be-
come the pattern for other works of a similar nature, nor was its
publication received with a startling enthusiasm. This will, how-
ever, not seem so strange when we remember that Andreae was at this
time not as yet very well known as a writer and had only local repu-
tation as a man of ability and knowledge of social and religious
conditions. His chief works up to this time had been published
anonymously and he himself stood decidedly in the background. An
additional explanation for the fact that it met seemingly with
little success will be found in the .horrors of the Thirty Year's*
War, with its wholesale slaughter of citizens, destruction of pro-
perty, devastation of whole sections of countries and dissipation
of the vital strength of the German states. Such conditions were
not conducive to the composing of "ideal states," nor encouraging
even to the studying of works that were calculated to reform church,
state and school system. Germany had first to recover sufficiently
from the effects of the war to be able to plan calmly for future
improvement. So we find that while More, a man of national fame,
had been enthusiastically received by his own countrymen, read, re-
edited and even committed to memory-*", Andreae' s Christianopolis,
the work of a private citizen, pastor and teacher in a small com-
munity, was covered up and all but lost and forgotten.
In England political conditions were not in such a
'^turmoil at the time that the Christianopolis was published and
!
l)Mor3 ey" Ideal Commonweal thV, Introduction, p 7
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during the few decades following. The country was politically
unsettled, but not engaged in civil war. On the contrary, the
national mind was occupied with just such problems of educational
and social improvement. And we shall see that Andreae 1 s ideas on
education and science, as contained in the Christianopolis, were
carried over to England by some of his friends and admirers at home;
and that the atmosphere there proved more conducive to their further
J
development and ultimate practical application, than in Germany.
It is a remarkable fact that seventeenth century England produced
a number of Utopias. Whether this is due to an especial inclina-
tion of the English mind toward the Utopia, whether it is to be ex-
plained by the state of religious agitation of this period and
widely spread chiliastic hopes of the religious sects, is difficult
to decide
.
Among the half dozen Utopias then that were produced
on English soil, one has a special claim upon our consideration -
first, because it shows some new features in the development of
Utopias and has been little noticed by those who have concerned
themselves with this subject; and secondly, because it bears a close
relation to the work which forms the center of the present discus-
sion .
Nova Solyma appeared anonymously in 1648. It was
written in Latin, consisted of six books and bore on the title page
only the words:
Novae Solymae Libri Sex.
Londoni Typis Joannis Legati MDCXLVIII
The following year a second issue came out in which the title was
supplemented by the words "Sive Institutio Christian! " followed by
I
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a heading for each of the six books. It is also noted that the
work was printed for Thomas Underhill, among whose "books it is
catalogued in the British Museum. No further notice seems to have
been taken of Nova Solyma. At least we find no references to it
in the literature of the period. But in 1902 the entire six vol-
umes appeared, translated into English, accompanied by a long intro-
duction and with elaborate notes. The editor of this publication
was Rev. Walter Begley. In his commentaries, Mr. Begley made a
very thorough comparison of Nova Solyma with the various works of
John Milton, and cited innumerable detailed examples of construc-
tion, style, vocabulary, phraseology and thought, to prove that
Milton was the author of this work also. Begley divides his argu-
ment into a series of proofs: proofs from Music, Poetry, Pedagogy,
etc., and finally proof by elimination. Then in his conclusion he
states: "The authorship of this romance must clearly be confined to
a very small class of men. Neither Shakespeare nor Bacon could by
any possibility have produced such a book as this even if the date
allowed the supposition. No one but a first rate Latinist could
have written our romance ... As a matter of fact the book could
not have been written by any then-living Englishman except such men
as Alexander Ross, Phineas Fletcher, Dr. Duport, Thomas May, Thomas
Farnaby, Andrew Marvell, Cleveland, Cowley, Grashaw, and men of that
stamp of erudition. Now let any scholar try this list of names
severally, by the contents of Nova Solyma, - by its tone, its senti-
ments, its opinions, its sublimities both in prose and verse, its
maintained seriousness, its religious principles, and its indepen-
dent theories - then I think these names will disappear from the
list of probable candidates, and they will be weeded out one by one
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till all are gone." Milton, therefore, he concludes, must be the
author of the book.
But quite by accident it has become known, that while
Milton may have influenced the work to some degree, the real author
was quite another person - a man whom Begley probably never heard
of. Stephen K. Jones states that while collating Baxter's "Holy
Commonwealth" he happened to notice among the books printed for
Thomas Underhill, a list of three, whose author was Samuel Gott
.
The first one of these was the Nova Solyma.
Samuel Gott is a man almost entirely unknown today, and
mentioned in none of the cyclopedias or histories of literature.
He was born in 1613. His father, also Samuel Gott, was a dealer
in iron, and seems to have been a man of some means. For in 1640
his name is mentioned among those merchants from whom the hind hoped
to borrow money. The younger Gott completed the Merchants Taylors
School and continued his education at St. Catherine's college, Cam-
bridge. Here he took the Bachelor's degree in 1632. The follow-
ing year he became a member of the Society of Gray's Inn and in 1640
was admitted to the bar. There is no evidence that he ever prac-
|
ticed law; but after his father's death in 1642, he married, retired
J
to a country estate and lived privately until, shortly before the
time of the return of the Stuarts. After a few years' residence
in London, during which time he was elected an "Ancient," he again
Withdrew to his home at Battle, v/here in all probability he staid
! until his death which occurred in 1671.
Begley in his argument for Milton's authorship of Nova
Solyma speaks^ of the prominent part which was being played at this
1) The Library, July 1910, p. 225.
2) I, 311ff
.
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time in England by four men, all close friends and associates of
Milton. These men, John Dury, Samuel Hartlib, Theodore Haak and
Wm. Petty, we will have occasion to consider closely in the follow-
ing chapter. They were all vitally interested in the general
subject of education; they were the ones who kept agitating the
subject of the founding of a society for the study of the natural
sciences. It was to Hartlib that Milton addressed his "Tractate
on Education" in 1644. It was Hartlib who became more and more
interested in the idea of a "Reformation work" and in 1647 presented
to the High Court of Parliament certain considerations on reformed
education and the redressing of public evils for the advancement of
God's "Universal Kingdom" and the general communion of His saints.
These are phrases that occur in Nova Solyma-'- and are^ as % Begley
points out, favo: it«. expressions with Hartlib and Dury in their
doctrine of unity in churches. In 1649, the year after the first
issue of Nova Solyma, Hartlib edited a work by Dury, in which the
latter begins by saying, "We (referring to his group of investiga-
tors) are upon the design of a public Reformation; herein everybody
is one way or other, if not engaged yet concerned, some more, some
less, some in private, some in a public way." Now, as has been
stated, Gott took his degree from Cambridge in 1632. This was
also the year in which John Milton completed his course at the same
school . There can hardly be any doubt that Gott was acquainted
and closely associated during the succeeding years with the same
groups of men as was Milton, especially since he was constantly at
work on the same problems (his author/L ship of Nova Solyma proves
this) v/hich 'were occupying their minds. But these very men were
1) I, 86.

the warmest admirers of Comenius and his/views on such subjects, -
Comenius, the friend and co-worker of Andreae, - and even corres-
ponded with Andreae himself. 1 Hence all the arguments "brought out
by Begley (and they are many) to prove that Milton must have written
Nova Solyma, because he knew Kartlib, Dury and the others well, and
because so many of the ideas contained in the work are clearly
theirs - this argument and testimony have now double effect in
proving the connection between i^ova Solyma and Andreae, since Gott,
through these men had direct relations to Andreae and his group.
The Utopia now to be considered .shows a number of
differences from all those that have preceded. It is not a* brief
summary of laws, education, religion and customs -a description
of conditions in an ideal city, with the evident and' one purpose
of making these known. But in Nova Solyma we have a long romance,
with various characters and incidents - love, rivalry, robbery,
bloodshed, pageants and feasts, with scenes shifting to different
countries, even continents - all interwoven and combined in a novel
of somewhat modern tendencies. Yet it is didactic throughout, and
built up on a system of education, a moral and^religious code which
are always discernable. That Gott meant to teach certain truths,
and merely clothed them in the dress of romance to make the whole
easy and interesting reading, is plain from the titles of the six
books which are given on the first page of the second (1649) issue.
For the author, the important facts are summed up: 1) Boys. 2) The
creation of the world. 3) Youth. 4) Sin. 5) The age of the
adult. 6) The redemption of man. And in fact these single words
do contain the kernel of the respective books.
1) It. C. G. 2, 236.
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But even this dress has some interesting features that
are not purely decorative. Two young men, students at Cambridge,
have heard of the famous republic in the East, and being filled with
a desire to learn of the place first hand, they set out without the
consent of their parents and arrive at Nova Solyma, after having on
the way taken into their services a young man who proves to be the
son of the chief ruler of the city, and the hero of the story. It
might be noted here that Nova Solyma is evidently on the site of
the biblical Jerusalem. This statement is not made- definitely,
but several references would strongly imply it. The young Cam-
bridge students-1- as also tneir father on leaving Dover, take ship
for Joppa, which is the nearest seaport to Jerusalem. In the
second instance cited above^ the journey is made from Joppa to
No. Solyma on horses, and requires a considerable part of one day.
As the distance is some thirty to thirty-five miles, this would
seem about right. The description of the place corresponds with
that of Jerusalem, being built on a hill (possibly on hills) s .
The walls "stand four square" and there are twelve gates named after
the twelve tribes. (So also, Ezekiel 48, 51 and Revelations 21,
12) . We are told that "not a vestige of the old Solyma remains4
but its glories are renewed on a larger scale." Furthermore, the
return of the Jews after their conversion was to be to the city of
Jerusalem, and this was the indication of the milleniura. 5
To continue the narrative, these young men are hospi-
tably taken up and taught the principles by which the inhabitants
1) I, 98.
2) II, 181.
3( I, 78.
4) cf. Luke 19, 44.
5) Jeremiah 31,8.
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of Nova Solyma govern their lives. 'The visitors make many mistakes
and at such times are kindly corrected by their host. In the
course of their stay they visit the schools and are given informa-
tion as to the system of education - elementary and advanced - by
which the youth is trained. They also attend festivities and
celebrations, witness death-bed scenes and funerals, and become
acquainted with a representative number of persons in the city.
A love affair, whose beginning dates from the first day they spend
in Nova Solyma^ continues throughout the story and culminates in
the marriage of the two young men to the daughters of their friend
and host - the chief ruler. This is in very brief the romance -
occupying in time exactly one year, the annual pageant following
immediately upon the general election, being used to introduce as
well as to conclude the story. The events themselves, not by any
means uninterestingly told, are interspersed - even interrupted -
by lectures, religious teachings, moral discourses, recitations of
poetry, by hymns and songs. Individuals tell the outward events
of their lives, as well as their inner experiences. It is by these
means that we become acquainted with the history of the state, and
those facts and principles which the author wishes to make known -
the proper relation which should exist between man and man, the
object of education and the relation of individual to the state -
the extreme importance of a clean, religious life. It will be the
purpose of this chapter to summarize the teachings of IIova Solyma,
and compare them in essentials with those of the Christianopolis,
with which they have so much in common, and upon which they seem to
be based.
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It might well be supposed that Gott, living in the
same country with Francis Bacon, whose New Atlantis had been pub-
lished some twenty years earlier and had been welcomed with such
great enthusiasm at home and in other countries, would model his
novel upon the Utopia of his already famous fellow countryman. And
it is not the purpose here to deny, that Bacon's ideal state did
have its Influence upon, and help to furnish material and ideas for
Gott. There are numerous traces of such an influence in the form
and in the content of Nova Solyma. But in the main, Gott's object
was an entirely different one from that of Bacon, and in this main
object Gott has followed quite a different model. The most impor-
tant points in Gott's mind were neither Law (to which Bacon in-
tended to devote the second half of his work, had he been able to
complete It) nor yet scientific discovery and invention as such,
to which latter, hov/ever, he does pay some attention as an element
in his chief general scheme. Gott's highest aim is the plan of a
system of education
,
beginning with children, and continuing through
life, resulting in a broad, full and complete development for the
individual, in the field and the directions for which he is best
adapted by natural talents; and thus furnishing capable and energe-
tic citizens for the community, able and willing to discharge their
proper obligations to neighbor, state and God. While it is true
that no specific statement is made regarding the education of girls,
the implication is very strong that they are not neglected. For
the two sisters of the hero are well-bred, well-developed, physi-
cally and mentally, and entirely fit to keep the company of the men
of the family and their guests. Furthermore, the two boys of the
family are until their tenth year, under the partial charge and
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tutorage of a matron, whose experience is thought beneficial to
their early years. In the pages just referred to, she tells the
boys a long story - a fairy tale - to impress upon them lessons of
right and wrong, and instruct how to distinguish between them "by
the critical faculty." It is hardly likely that boys, the impor-
tance of the education of whose early years is mentioned several
times, would be left in ignorant and untrained hands. One cannot
agree entirely, then, v/ith Begley's statement2 when he says, that
throughout the whole work, as also in preceding writings of the
sort, "girls are entirely ignored," even though the reference to
their education is only by implication.
To continue then, Gott's system of education begins
with the children. The two sons of the chief man in the city are
taken as examples, because the visitors are staying at the home of
the latter, while in the city, and naturally come into contact with
the members of his family circle. These boys are respectively
nine and, ten years of age. They have been in the care of both men
and women, that they might get advantages of the kindness of the one
and the firmness of either sex." As soon5 as children can stand
on theirfeet and begin to walk, they are taught to do so, gracefully
and firmly" ... "after that we practice running. ... Jancing,
swimming, archery and such like pursuits receive attention." ...
"And thus we do not like the Europeans regard culture as consisting
mainly in the accomplishments and training of the mind, and take
hardly any account of the body; nor yet like the barbarians do we
dispense with all mental training and book learning because we share
their high opinion of a strong and enduring frame. We follow the
1) "l"i09-128
.
2) I, 94; note.
5) I, 91.
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glorious examples of the Greeks and Romans and pay our regard to
both mind and body." Our highest endeavor^- is to kindle into
flame the spark of genius that may be latent in each; for we cannot
hope that those who only follow the trite and vulgar pursuits of
the mob, can ever be so fired with enthusiasm as to dare, I will not
say to do, any truly great and noble act. Meanwhile we season
their minds with t,he salt of soberness and self restraint lest by
want of it they should fall into the splendid sins of the pagan
world .
"
Grammar and mathematics are taught early, as these
sciences have close connection with daily life. And they are
taught as much as may be objectively. They also "attach importance
to the proper exercise of faith and imagination. Impurity and
dishonesty are routed out, or rather prevented by anticipation.
So the children are brought up to worship God and love their
country, reverence parents and elders and treat each other with
consideration. And an effort is made that this form of education
be made available to as many children as possible. "Our plan^ is
to have prudent men of experience who can be questioned and consul-
ted - who are, so as speak, Inspectors and Directors of Education.
And besides these we have public discourses held frequently in all
parts of the land, not only of a religious nature, but on ethics,
the family life and such topics. And so you see our education
gives an entrance to the family circle; and although it cannot be
successful everywhere, still if anyone is gifted with abilities
out of the common, it looks after him and looks after his career.
1) I, 93.
2) I, 94.
5) I, 96.
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Nor is anyone with natura.1 endowments of a higher order allowed to
remain unnoticed and neglected, from the obscurity of his birth,
as is so often the case elsewhere. Nor are the less gifted de-
spised on that account, and reckoned unworthy of such educational
care. Indeed we use especial endeavors in their case that they may
be able £ least to rise to the full height of their capacity."
Thus far the matter has been one of the preliminary
education at home. The second stage in the education of the youth
is the entrance into the public academy.-1- We are introduced to
this, by accompanying the older brother and his two visiting friends
as they take the ten year old boy to enter the institution. After
some mutual greetings and introductory remarks, the head tutor at
the request of the visitors, outlines their method and courses.
He begins,^ "The founders of our republic, in their zealous inquiry
how best to establish it on a sound basis, put the education of the
rising generation in the very forefront of all means to that end.
They held the opinion that good laws, an effective army, and all the
other defences of a state, were of comparatively no avail if obe- -
dience and bene\rolence and the other virtues which tend to thewell
being of mankind were not early planted inthe minds of the young . .
.
Therefore they spared neither skill nor labor nor expense in pro-
perly preparing the ground at thiscritical period of youth. Es-
pecially did they bestow every care on this great public school,
or academy, intended for the flower of the age, and to be an example
for all other teaching institutions on the land." "The first and
chief care^ is to induce the religious habit of mind, the next to
1) I, 129.
2) I, 235.
3) I, 239.
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inculcate theethical duties, and the last care (which others make
their first) is a liberal education, both literary and scientific.
Our religious training is mainly directed to the feelings of a
spiritual character."
When a "boy enters the school, the tutors spend as much
time with him as possible to learn his personality - the faults and
vices, the accompli shements and virtues, as also the preferences in
subjects. By a psychological process of directing the energies,
the evil tendencies can be and are diverted into different channels,
without retarding development and growth. Each pupil is consider-
ed separately and treated peculiarly according to his own special
needs. He is trained for that position and occupation in life
which will best suit him, at which he will be able to make greatest
success and be most contented, and which will therefore make him fit
to render the highest possible services to the community in which he
is to live.
In order that one may know the essentials of statecraft
government and the duties toward the same, it is necessary to have
studied the iiistory of the peoples of past times. And that this
may be done most successfully, it should'' be in the language of the
people themselves. Hence general instruction is given1 in Greek,
Latin, and Hebrew, the last named being of course in this city the
native tongue. All are used in daily conversation, sometimes the
one and then the other; for only thus can the real soul of the
language be mastered. Furthermore, the foreign contemporary lan-
guages are taught, especially those of the countries with which
Kova Solyma comes into commercial contact. They are not satisfied
1) I, 235.
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with a mere makeshift knowledge; hut exact pronunciation, use of
idioms, and the "genius of the tongue" are carefully sought after.
Thus they not only can carry on all correspondence and conversation
with their trade countries, hut are not "subject to ridicule nor
exposed to loss of dignity" when using the foreign tongue; in reading
the works of an author it is not the exact translation of a word
that counts, hut "the 'genius' of the work is revealed and the book,
so to speak, becomes alive - not a mere dead letter."
Specialization takes place in the education of each
individual when he becomes ready for it; and such specialization is
in the direction in which the greatest talent, interest and ability
have been shown. In the school of letters and art-'- prizes are
offered for proficiency in style of writing. Rhetoric (by which
are to be understood oratory and debate), Poetry, Drama and the
Hovel. "Rhetoric within the bounds of prudent restraints is a
most powerful weapon, and cm be turned to the highest use." This
is the opening sentence of a long eulogy upon Rhetoric in which the
tutor mentions its many practical applications. But the artificial
flourishes of the harranguer are scorned, as are also bombast and
"logical puzzles" in writing. Poetry is one of the highest forms
of literature, and it is taught to all pupils. For though only
a few become expert, yet the training in it gives a touch of re-
finement which is not to be attained in any other way. The poetry
of Nova Solyma is entirely of a religious nature, and excellent
examples of adaptations of the psalms as well as original themes,
epic and dramatic, are to be found in the records of the school.
In his discussion of the novel, the author permits to be seen his
1) I, 250.
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objections to the cheap love-stories, that at the time were being
circulated - to a considerable extent imported from Spain. The
ideal of the novel in Nova Solyma is a book (the name of book and
author being concealed) whose argument is the nistory of a life
that ia free, that has received a liberal education and has been
well and religiously brought up. The story keeps within the
limits of the humanly possible, and deals as a rule with the middle
ranks of life "who are the best and certainly not the least numer-
ous." It is then, a biographical, realistic production in the
"Burger" life that Gott would recommend. There are certain pupils
v/ho after reasonable effort, show that they are not adapted for a
literary career. These are trained to some craft, or find useful
employment in farming.
The beginning of all education is nature. This is
true whether the matter in hand be a subject like public speaking
(where, as has already been seen, naturalness is the first require-
ment) or whether it be in the line of scientific research. "Human
ingenuity^ produces certain extras, but from no other source than
nature do they .come. For what, I pray, can a cook or a physician
or a chemist produce except the preparation or the distillation of
natural products? Nay more, the most peculiar and admirable re-
sults of art, if we thoroughly look into them, we shall find to be
commonplace and inconsiderable; for indeed, the very best of them,
have been discovered rather than invented." And2 religion too has
its original foundation in the very bosom of nature."
In answer to the question5 "Do you then wish us all to
1) I, 165.
2) I, 225.
3) I, 171.
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"become philosophers and adepts in the chemistry of nature?" we are
toldby the tutor "Yes I do, if you are such adepts as to be able to
extract the meaning of the divine goodness, and such philosophers
as to look at common things with no common views. Philosophers
have been wont to let their studies end in the desire for knowledge
and fame only, and have not used them as they ought, to God's praise
and glory. Now the special advantage of natural science is to rise
from nature to nature's God, tracing His footsteps everywhere
therein." And nature furnishes a spectacle worthy the deeper con-
sideration of the inward eye."
The physical development of the boys at academy or
college is not neglected. There is a gymnasium, in and near which
all kinds of exercises and games are practiced - running, leaping,
games of ball and the quoit, swimming in the baths, riding, drilling
marching," and so on; in these the students are not only encouraged,
but obliged to take part. At all such regular athletic sports,
masters are present to assist and coach, as well as to check any
improper behavior; "for nowhere is a boy's natural disposition
more clearly discovered than when in excited play."
As advanced work for students who have already ob-
tainedtheir degree in arts, two lecture halls are provided - the one
in which lectures are heard in Philosophy and Civil Prudence, the
other which is fitted up and equipped for Theology, Medicine and
Jurisprudence. Only the very best professors and lecturers are
engaged, and at the highest salaries, to superintend the work here;
and students are given more liberty than in their previous years.
A word should be said here also as to the type of teachers employed
1) II, 7.
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in all the grades of the schools, and the standing of such men.
The following description is givenby the visitors who are "being
conducted through the school by the head master: "The tutor-*- was
well advanced in years, of grave and commanding appearance; but his
kind eyes, pleasant voice and sweet expression all pointed to the
best of dispositions. The inhabitants of i*ova Solyma do not hold
school masters in contempt, as so many other nations do, nor do they
class them simply as superior servants, who have to see chiefly that
the children are kept safe and do not get into mischief. On the
contrary, they are classed with the chief magistrates of the nation;
and especially are those schoolmasters held in honor who have charge
of the young and untrained, for they are invested with the order of
the Sun, appropriately enough too; for the sun is the di speller of
all darkness, and renders possible the active duties of life.
Closely identified with the educational system, is the
religious training; and hand in hand with the latter goes the use
of music. Nova Solyma^ is a city of christianized Jews. After a
long, wandering and unsettled life, caused by "that most awful deed
of crime committed by the forefathers," the chosen people again
find themselve under one government . For a "sudden flash of divine
light" removed the "stubborn mental darkness" that had existed.
And it is now fifty years since the nation has been restored to
prosperity and contentment.
The highest ideal in life is the religious. "Even3 as
knowledge is the servant of morality, go both are true servants of
religion." One of the chief themes of the story is the enlighten-
1) I, 234.
2) I, 88.
3) I, 306.
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merit and complete conversion of the two young men who have sought
out the republic from a desire to know its inner life. Apollos,
Joseph and Jacob - the three chief religious teachers mentioned,
take every occasion to turn the thoughts of the young men to a
realization of the importance of the future life. Two death-bed
scenes are used for this purpose also. Here are shown the agony
of a sinful soul near the moment of its departure from the earth; 1
and the contentment and peacefulness of one at the time of death,
p
whose life has been an attempt to coincide with the divine will.
"Inner light", "inner feeling" and "revelation" are
expressions often used. "Flashes of light". 3 "Excess of heavenly
light. "^ "Dark places made plain as it were by the light of
heaven. "^ "true renewed life of the soul, and a lively exercise
and warm experience of faith*" 6 "that inner life of the soul."^
"the fierce light of all sciences." 8 "the sweetness and light of
the intellectual life."^ "We believe every good gift cometh from
the same source of divine light.
"
1(
^ "'Tis true, I see sometimes a
slight ray of omnipotent grace flitting across the darkness of my
night, with frequent flashes as from some tiny crevice." 1 -1- "The
light of divine favor seemed to beam on his soul." 1^ "The only
authority in all cases is divine truth." 13 "like rays of heavenly
light breaking through their former gloom." 14 "Clear light of
heaven into my poor dark soul." 15 "And each glorified saint shall
give forth, as doth a lantern, its own inner light." 16 These are
a few of the very frequent references to thesubject.
1) II, 180. 5) I, 222. 9) I, 238. 15) II, 196.
2) II, 67. 6) I, 223. 10) I, 245. 14) II, 207.
3) I, 88. 7) I, 225. 11) II, 168. 15) II, 217.
4) l, 195. 8) I, 227. 12) II, 196. 16) II, 219 and 220.
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There are long discourses, lectures and. private talks
on religious and philosophical subjects - the origin of the world,
p S ' A
origin of evil in the world, discourse on the sabbath, prayer,
conception of God. 5 And all point to one conclusion: The true
the
religion is that of Jesus Christ; real happiness consists inX adap-
ting of the will to that of God. A pure active and unselfish life
is the outward evidence of Christianity within.
"The people of Nova Solyma6 take great delight in the
art of music." "It has indeed a subtle influence, yet so elevating
and vehement that it seems to throw an enchantment on the mind, nor
has God failed to include this natural and suitable instrument among
the adjuncts of worship. ... The human voice is the fittest in-
strument wherewith to praise God." In Nova Solyma the singing of
psalms stands next to prayer in religious devotion.
The educational system, the religious views and the
proper use of music have now been outlined as they exist in Nova
Solyma. A comparison of these withthe views held by the inhabi-
tants of the Christianopolis will show likenesses that cannot fail
to point to a knowledge on the part of Gott of the "Christian state"
of Andreae . Though involving some slight repetition of the
material of a preceding chapter, it will be necessary to cite a few
references from the Christianopolis. Where a subject has been
discussed earlier in previous chapters, a page reference merely
will be given.
The most striking similarity is found in the very
1) I, 178 and II, 9.
2) II, 26.
5) II, 190.
4) II, 193.
5) II, 149.
" 6) I> 105- 7) II, 195.
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kernel of the educational systems of the two Utopias. In the
iiova Solynia the essence of the system is twice mentioned, once in
detail 1 and once in substance^. The Christianopolis gives the
3
same thought exactly, and almost the identical words and phraseology
"The most important duty is to reverence God with a pure and wor-
shipful soul; next, to cultivate pious and unsullied morals, and
finally to train the -mind." In both instances there is added in
parentheses as an afterthought, "This order is regularly inverted
in the world . " It would not be surprising that these two men,
religious in their makeup
r
should put religion first in importance
in their Utopias; nor need it be startling even, that the other two
items should follow in the same order. • But . inasmuch as in both
Utopias this particular matter is taken as the basis for all the
rest, the prominence given to the statements and the exact similar-
ity of the means of expression cease to appear as a mere coincidence
Up to the age of six in the Christianopolis, ten in the
Nova Solyma, children are educated at home. At this period they
are handed over by their parents to the public boarding school, but
with earnest prayer. 4 So also the Christianopolis, "Youth the
most valuable treasure of the republic, "° and "Wot without fervent
prayer. "^ And in Kova Solyma, "Youth the most important item in
the state." 7
As in Nova Solyma8 so in Christianopolis, the instruc-
tors are men of the highest talent and ability, and the description
Pp.23? and 7? of this chapter.
Chapter 54
.
Li ova Solyma I, 229, page of thiswork.
Chapter 79.
Chapter 53
I, 235, p . 7f above .
I, 254, p . 8^ above
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tallies remarkably . "mature years, virtuous, upright, industri-
ous;" they develop the pupils, are held in high esteem and are
capable in their departments. Here as there, the pupils are kept
under close observation and taught as individuals.
In the study of languages, the same principles and
purposes exactly are mentioned. As in Nova Solyma, ^ so in the
3 Li?'Chris tianopolis , the classics and the modern languages are taught -
the former, to prepare men to understand ancient civilization, the
latter that intercourse with other states may be facilitated. They
also learn the languages rapidly j and are surprised that Europeans
waste years in acquiring one language. And here again, the essence
(Geist) of the language's considered the important part.
Rhetoric^ is emphasized - but not the unnatural appli-
catlonbf it. "Without the natural gift (Naturgabe) the accomplish-
ment is tasteless, and shows rather something forced, than ingenious
Poetry and music are in Ghristianopolis as in Nova Solyma auxiliary
forces to religion. ^Choral singing, and singing and chanting of
psalms play an important part in private as in public worship."
With them^ music is no small part of the worship. They praise God
especially with words (i.e. singing), then also with harps ... and
all kinds of instruments . "^
In both cities, Theology, Medicine and Law7 are located
closely together and are so treated. They are for the advanced
students
.
Students in the Ghristianopolis have courses in
1) Chapters 52, 53, and 54. 7) Chapters 77, 78 and 79 Christ-
2) I, 245, page %t above. ianopolis, and II, 7 Kova
3> Chapter 57. Solyma.
4) Chapter 56.
5) Chapter 85.
6) Cf. Nova Solyma II, 195, page %d> above.
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physical training-*- as in Nova Solyma. The same forms of exercise
are employed, and under strict superintendence."
The similarities in religious matters as such, the
sacraments, baptism and the Lord's Supper, 5 prayer, worship forms,
etc., have been sufficiently discussed to need no further compari-
sons. Politics, society, family relations, etc., we find to be
wonderfully alike in both states . The governments are demonratic,
built up on principles of liberty; and the note of freedom is loud-
ly sounded throughout. So in Nova Solyma, 4 "If any humanly author
ized power denies this principle (of liberty and religion), it is
the peoples' duty to resist, and death itself is to be chosen in
preference to such an unjust and monstrous tyranny." Liberty of
judgment 5 is conceded to us, and recommended." "We^ have indeed
liberty of will." And in the Christianopolis7 Christian freedom,
therefore, cannot tolerate even restrictions, much less threats."
Yet this feeling of freedom does not in any way lean toward license
is not at all anarchistic. It is the inner freedom that regulates
the individual will, and makes it voluntarily obedient to a just,
higher authority. Hence also patriotism is strongly developed.
Of this there are numerous suggestions. In Nova Solyma8 "That he
must needs relieve his mind in a joyous song of home and fatherland
Again, "The affairs of the state should have a special call upon
us."
9
"We are joined in family and state by the closest ties."
Chapter 54.
Nova Solyma, I, 304, page If above.
Christianopolis 86, Nova Solyma II, 198, page %& above
.
I, 224.
II, 196.
II, 170.
Chaoter 19.
I, 175.
I, 243.
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And in Christianopolis-^- "Those who have deserved well of their
native country have here an enviable reputation."
The home life in Nova Solyma follows the same prin-
ciple as in the Chri&ianopolis . Filial obedience is the rule.
pChildren are polite and respectful. The disrespect shown by the
two Cambridge students in leaving Europe for the East without the
knowledge of their parents, is severely rebuked by Jacob - the
chief ruler of Nova Solyma. Again the parting of father and son^
when the ten year old boy leaves for academy, is indicative of the
closest ties between the two. Even after the children grow up
they are' expected to look to parents for advice and suggestion.
So^ Joseph, the grown son of Jacob says "that he is not yet inde-
pendent of paternal authority, and is simply a memberjof the family
council." And at the time of marriage, the consent of the parents
of both parties is necessary. ^Now 5 since marriage is in a way the
granting of freedom to one's children, and sending them forth into
a new colony or home, it not only requires the consent of the
parents. But before that, it requires that they should be con-
sulted. ... Certainly it can scarcely be expected, that G-od will
aporoveof that marriage of which the parents disapprove."
These ideas of filial obedience and marriage have been brought out
in the Christianopolis already. Carriage is thenAsacred institu-
tion sanctioned and approved by parents and by God; and patience
must be exercised to make it happy. So in the Christianopolis^
"Their friends recommend to the newly married couple, unity, work,
1) Chapter 41
.
2) I, 99.
3) I, 231.-
4) I, 207.
5) II, 205.
6) Chatter ff
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moderation, but primarily piety and patience ." In ^ova Solyma1
"Discords can be smoothed out by care and patience ." Self-control
and patience are urged in all matters, as the chief virtue. "Nothing
is more worthy than to control oneself." "The man who can rule
himself is the greatest of all commanders."^ "To acquire the
positionof a ruler among men, one must begin by ruling himself." 4
"that is the first great requisite." In the Christianopolis we
have^ "The glory of conquest over one's passions" -'make® effort to
control our anger", "to be patient^ indistasteful affairs." The
R
scenes around the deathbed are similarly described . Exhortation,
prayer and encouragement, and contentment, if the departing one is
at pe ace with God
.
Several minor/and unrelated points will be but hastily
mentioned: The library and the armory are adjacent. In both cases
the visitors are led through (or past) the one, to get to the other1 "
"Mars and Pallas", says Nova Solyma, "should not be too far separa-
ted." But for both Christianopolis and Nova Solyma war is a neces-
sary evil." "the pest of war." "Nor is it only"*" that one man
becomes a pest to another, but vast multitudes of men, sworn in
under a deadly compact, fitted out with all the weapons of destruc-
tion, ... are led forth to lay waste a country, to burn its cities,
and to slaughter its principal people ; and the more terror they
cause, and the greater ravages they commit, so much the more do
1) II, 208.
2) Nova Solyma, II, 130.
3)
4)
5) Chapter 48.
6) Chapter 29.
7) Chapter 45.
8) Nova Solyma II, 67 and 180, cf. page ff above, and Christianopo-
9) Christianopolis 39 &40, iiova Solyma I, 243. (lis Chap. 99.
10) Nova Solyma II. 38.
.
'

they boast and triumph in such deeds, and are handed down to pos-
terity loaded with honor, this glorious condition being kept up,
perhaps to cover the vile atrocities of our ancestors from the
researches of later generations, or to 'encourage posterity to rise
to like wicked barbarity." And in the Christianopolis 1 "When other
nations are accustomed to pride themselves with their cannon and
war equipment, these people look upon all their heaps of murderous
weapons with horror."
As in keeping with the other customs of home life,
the families of Nova Solyma, as has already been noticed in the
case^Christianopolis, take their meals in their private houses and
at a family table.
The description of the gardens and the various hues and
colors oijflowers therein2 is almost identical. The whole sections
in this connection are very similar.
It would be possible tojcarry on the" process of like-
nesses to a much further degree, but this would be tedious and
entirely unnecessary. The general plan of the two works has un-
doubtedly been shown to be one; the. system of education and the
ethics of life - the important points in the minds oyboth authors -
must surely be recognized as the same. (In the former especially,
Bacon's N. A. could not have been the pattern for Ilova Solyma.) And
enough parallels have been cited to show direct relation between
the two. "When it is remembered that Gott himself was in all pro-
bability in the circle of Andreae 1 s best friends and warmest admir-
ers - Jury, Hartlib, Gomenius and others - and that he was interes-
1) Chapter 40.
2) Ghristianopolis Chapter 94, nova Solyma I, 162.

ted in exactly the sane sort of a reformation of society as v/as
Andreae, and hence would eagerly inquire of his friends for all
possible writings along the line of his work - the evidence that
Gott actually knew Andreae ' s Christianopolis becomes too strong
to deny
.
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ANDREAE, THE ROYAL SOCIETY OP LONDON,
AND EDUCATIONAL REFORM
.
In tracing the probable effect of Andreae 1 s teachings
upon the development of education, and especially the agitation
which resulted in the foundation of societies for the investigation
of the experimental sciences in England, it will be necessary first
of all to consider his relations to certain prominent contemporary
educators in Germany and abroad. Among these, Johann Amos Comen-
ius will occupy an important place. He was born in 1592 in Nivnitz
Hungary; but received his education for the most part in Germany.
Having completed his preparatory work at the Latin school in Her-
bron, Nassau, he entered the University of Heidelberg; and later
after a brief stay in the Netherlands, returned home, taking up a
position as instructor in 1614. He was later (after he attained
the required age) ordained at Fulnek. During the years of the
invasion of the. Spanish armies, hundreds of prominent Bohemians
were driven out of the country; and in 1627 Comenius accompanied
by a part of his congregation, withdrew to Poland. He took up his
abode at Lissa, having added to his ministerial duties, that of
Director of the local "Gymnasium. " In 1613 appeared his first
work of importance, "Janua linguarum reserata" - which made him
famous throughout Europe. This deals entirely with a reform for
contemporary education. His next publication, the "didactica magna
shows his interest also in the rebuilding of the whole system of
scientific research and secured for him a call from Sweden to
superintend a reform of the school system. But he was more attrac-
ted by an invitation extended by the British Parliament to come to
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England. The invitation had been procured through the activity
of Samuel Hartlib, who had opened a correspondence with Comenius,
and had caused to be published the latter 1 s "Prodromus Pansophiae."
In 1641, then, Comenius came to London. And while political con-
ditions in England did not admit of the forming of any permanent
organization according to Comenius' s plans just then, the visit
brought him into association with some of the most learned men of
the time. Among these are to be counted Hartlib himself, John Dury
and perhaps Kilton. At any rate, thelatter's "H*ractate on' Educa-
tion," published in 1644 and dedicated to Hartlib, shows a strong
tendency toward Comenius' views on this subject. Choosing between
an invitation to France and a second one to Sweden, Comenius took
up his abode at Elbing in 1642, which city had at that time been
given over to Sweden. Here he staid most of the following eight
years, under the patronage of Oxenstierna, the chancellor. These
years, besides being spent in practical teaching activity, pro-
duced the "NovissimQ, linguarum methodus" which, with his earlier
mentioned works, presents his method in education. The following
six years were spent in various parts of Germany and Hungary. In
1656 he settled down in Amsterdam where his death took place in
1671. These years were spent in work upon his "Prnsophia" (which
he never succeeded in completing) ; and the collection of "Opera
i)idactica" was published in 1657.
Comenius' acquaintance with Andreae ' s works begins
early. In 1628 he wrote Andreae of his interest in the latter'
s
work; and expressed the hope that "Andreae will not scorn to consi-
der him in the number of his admirers, disciples and pupils. 1
1) Mohrke, p. 21.
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The answer was favorable, and probably accompanied by a copy of the
laws of "Societas Christiana." Comenius' next letter requests
Andreae "That he should not leave the field of battle before he had
trained up successors; advanced age should not hinder the veteran
general, from giving the recruits a start ... " The letters ex-
changed between the two were neither regular nor numerous. Until
1647 there was no further correspondence. In that year a long
letter from Comenius to Andreae acknowledges favorable comment on
the part of the latter upon Comenius' Pansophia; and refers In
turn with great praise to Andreae ' s Theophilus, which Comenius must
have seen at least fifteen years earlier. The friendly relations
between the two were kept up to a great extent by He senthaler, a
young friend of both men; and-*- a regular exchange of their later
works takes place. The request for correspondence, etc., was
invariably on the side of Comenius; and Andreae was always offering
excuses for his neglect. At Andreae ' s death in 1657, Comenius
showed his further respect for the latter by publishing his "didac-
tica magna" with a motto taken from him.
Just to what extent Comenius is dependent upon Andreae
for his views on education is hard to say. Being contemporaries
and in direct communication with each others works- their effect
was in all probability to a considerable extent a mutual one.
Furthermore as Mfihrke very rightly says,^ conditions very often
cause like ideas to rise simultaneously in the minds of isolated
thinkers. And especially in this century is this the case when
the scholars of Italy, Germany, England and France were working unde]
1) Kohrke 23, 32.
2) P. 138.
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a common world- impulse, developing solutions to bhe same great
scientific problems.
But if we can "believe Comenius himself, he was cer-
tainly indebted to Andreae ^for his most fundamental ideas. He
speaks of Andreae always in the highest terms and ranks him among
the first of those from whom he received incentive and inspiration
for his own work. This he mentions again and again early in his
career, and as late as 1656 in a letter to Hesenthaler^ he says
incidentally while speaking of Andreae, "for from him I obtained
almost the very elements of my pansophic thoughts," and he begs
Kesenthaler that he make an effort to secure for him at any cost
all available works of Andreae, many of which (including the
Christianopolis) he had once not merely read, but possessed and
had lost in the burning of Lissa by the Poles in 1656. Hullemann
and Hossbach accept Comenius' statement of the case, as supplemen-
ted by an analysis of the productions of the two men. Briigel
also concludes his argument on this point with "Andreae laid the
foundation upon which Comenius completed the admirable structure
of his didactic." Others on the other hand, deny any debt of
Comenius to Andreae, and attribute the similarity in their method
and plans merely to the general spirit of reform and investigations
which conditions had brought forth.
A comparison of the views of the two would certainly
seem to support the conclusion of Hossbach and the others who
take stand with them, and would justify Comenius himself in the
frank statement he makes regarding his position with reference to
Andreae. Only a few striking instances will be cited. The
1) Ktthrke, p. 34.
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different realms in which education should be carried on are for
Comenius, as stated in his Didactica, three: viz., sapientia or
eruditio, virtus and religio - corresponding to the three so-called
divisions of the activity of the soul, intellectus, voluntas, con-
scientia. These are also the elementary principles in the "Theo-
philus" and have already been cited from the Christianopolis-1-
.
Providing for the happiness and prosperity of the succeeding gsner-
ationjby a proper care of the youth of today, isdeveloped by both in
exactly the same way - public schools for all children, of both
sexes, and of all ranks in life;^ instructors of the highest possi-
ble type and ability; not merely lecturing, but actual activity
and effort on the part of the pupils. The languages, ancient
and modern are to be taught, as in the Christianopolis, the former
to relate the present with ancient civilization, the latter for
convenience in intercourse with other nations. Mtthrke^ gives
Comenius the advantage in his insistence upon proficiency in the
vernacular. But instances will be found where Andreae advocates
this just as strongly. "Those^ are credulous people who would
attribute to Latin that it gives greater wisdom than German."
"What is not clear in Latin or a foreign modern language, must be
explained in the vernacular. It is foolish to try to learn
the former before one is expert in the latter. "^ In this chapter
on acHools 6 the word "vernacula" occurs three or four times.
Again, the oft repeated refrainof Comenius and the kernel of his
1 ) P . S"f
2) Christianopolis, Chapter 53.
3) P. 45.
4) Chapter 57.
5) Christianopolis, Chapter 55.
6) Chapter 55.
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method. "Everything back 10 Nature, and nothing without Nature"
is according to Mtihrke^ not to he found in Andreae, however closely
one may search for it. This cannot he conceded; for such expres-
sions as^( where the advantage of efficiency in Rhetoric is the theme}
"They look more upon nature than upon Art" are to he found through-
out his works.
Comenius insists upon exercise for the pupils and
cleanliness in their quarters. He recommends the same outdoor
sports as does Andreae and in the same manner bars all games that
require no physical motion, as cards, dice, etc. He emphasizes
the necessity of guarding against disease, and requires "large,
roomy and pleasant halls and apartments for the pupils." Andreae
is just as particular in these points, ^ and so together with indi-
vidual attention to pupils, lays the basis for the kontesori sys-
tem of education, so much discussed today. Comenius accepts
Andreae 1 s views on Astronomy, .Astrology, and Mystic Numbers di-
rectly. Their objective instruction and scientific research
coincide, as also the method of learning a foreign language. And
last and most important of all - Andreae 1 s scheme for the organ-
ization of a College, i.e., a body of men, educated, equipped and
desirous of improving human affairs, "working together" to ful-
fill a common purpose. For it was this point in Andreae ' s plans
which first attracted the attention of Comenius and caused him to
seek a closer acquaintance with Andreae.
Leaving Comenius now for the moment, we will briefly
survey the life and interests of Samuel Hartlib and John Jury.
1) P. 72.
2) Christianopolis, Chapter 56.
3) Chapter 53*.
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The former was born at Elbing, and near the close of the sixteenth
Century. His early years are not well known, and most of the
information at hand comes from some casual remarks of his own. His
father was a Polish merchant and his mother the daughter of an
Englishman. Hartlib came to England about 1628 and was himself a
merchant. It is impossible to overemphasize the enthusiasm of
this very interesting man, as also the power and spirit he lent to
the movement of better education in England. He felt that the
era oifdemocracy was well adapted for the improvement of all reli-
gious and educational conditions, and he devoted his life to the
faithful performance of the mission of realizing such results.
His aim was not progress in England or in Germany alone j but the
thought that he had early imbibed from Andreae - that of a general
reformation of the whole world, was ever present in his mind.
National and world growth by means of the education of the youth,
was his ambitious purpose. The fact that parliament appointed
him - a foreign-born man - as "agent for the advancement of uni-
versal learning" shows in what esteem he was held by his contem-
poraries. He introduced the writings of Comenius into England.
In 1644 Milton addressed to him his "Tractate on Education." He
published pamphlets on educational and industrial matters and gave
encours.gement to all undertakings of this nature. In 1646 a
pension was conferred upon him; for, his essay on "the erection of a
College of husbandry"is the first attempt on record for the
founding of an agricultural school"^-1- in roturn for uio valued 3»<j<^
weytee on uu-sbandry . All the time he was carrying on an extensive
1) Friedrich Althaus in Historisches Taschenbuch 1364, p. 244.
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correspondence with literary men at home and abroad. The latter
part of his life he spent at Oxford and was intimately associated
with the group of men that helped form the Royal Society. His
idealistic interests are shown also in "The Jescriptionfof the
famous Kingdom of kacaria," a utopia published in 1641. There
were numerous translations of works into English, especially the
Latin writings of Oomenius. His death took place about 1670.
It was in 1633 that Hartlib first heard of Comenius
through the latter' s " Janua" . He seems to have been naturally
an enthusiast for the subject; and from his first acquaintance
with Comenius' theories was captivated completely. Comenius al-
ready had conceived the idea of an "Encyclopedie der Pansophie" and
in 1634 in answer to Hartlib 1 s request, sent him a brief of his
plan under the title, Praeludia. The Pansophie was Hartlib 's
favorite work and idea, though his plans for the whole were not
quite clear in his own mind and in the nature of the case, a work
he could not _ope to complete. It was to be-1- fundamentally a
"universal science" containing a resume of all human knowledge,
both resting upon a religious basis, and leading toward a religious
enlightenment. As has already been seen, he attributes the in-
centive for the idea to Andreae . And no one can read Andreae '
s
works - especially the Chri&ianopolis, without discovering in every
chapter just this same thought, "God and Nature are the beginning
of all man's knowledge; and all scientific researches have in mind
the betterment of mankind and the glorification as well as the
'defense' of God" - religion being the basis and the ultimate
purpose of the whole; knowledge and science, the means. And in
1) l.itthrke, p. 32.
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order to enlarge the means and insure a more rapid and successful
outcome of results, he advocates schools, study of the languages,
and most important of all, the society or college of learned men,
founded to collect information from all countries, to work out
conclusions experimentally therefrom, and to share the results with
the world at large. For Comenius 1 plan is a Pansophie and
includes the world in its scope.
These were the ideas which attracted Hartlib to
Comenius and kept him in correspondence with the latter. Hartlib
was in close touch with men of learning in several countries and
v/ith all new scientific developments in England. But he saw in
Comenius' plan, elements that he felt would advance the common
cause materially. Hence he made every effort to bring Comenius
to England, that the latter' s picture of his work might be person-
ally outlined.
In the meantime Comenius had been close to other
enthusiasts in London and the university towns, chiefly through
Hartlib 's efforts and activity in the cause. And one of these,
who took the matter up with almost equal energy and enthusiasm,
n
was John Dury . He was born at '-'diborough in 1596, in a presby-
terian home. His father, a minister, was banished in 1606 and
the son was educated at Leyden. After completing his university
course, he was made pastor of an English congregation at Elbing
(then under the dominion of Gustavus Adolphus
.
) The English
ambassador to the place, Sir Thomas Roe, took an interest in Dury 1 s
plans of religious unity between the Presbyterian and Lutheran
churches, and gave him recommendations to Sweden and to men in
England. To England Dury went in 1630. Erom this time onfe for
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practically the rest of his life, he wandered from place to place
visiting Germany, France, Sweden, Switzerland, and the Netherlands,
trying to bring about unity in the church. In 1661 he went to
Gassel where he died in 1680. 1 It was at Elbing in all proba-
bility that Dury and Hartlib met. But Hartlib left very shortly
after the former's arrival to take up his pastorage in the English
settlement about 1628. it has been suggested that his departure
for England at this time was partly caused by his willingness to
prepare the way for fcw-^Jmission. The latter was primarily a
-ing
preacher, interested in bringAabout unity in the Christian church.
But he had also very decided views on Education, and Hartlib here
as in the case of Gomenius, played the part of instigator to the
pedagogical tendencies. During the years that followed, Dury
wrote (and Hartlib published with a preface) a number of religious
and educational tracts at the suggestion of a" Christian brotherhood
whose members wished to be of service to oneanother and to humanity.'
Dury 1 s system of education shows, again, a very
noticeable similarity to the educative principles of Andreae
.
a
Girls and boys are educated in separate halls - the former have
tutors (the masters of Christianopolis) , and the latter governesses.
The schools are supervised by an inspector. Girls are trained
to the duties of mothers and housewives - boys are instructed in
Agriculture, 6ommerce and Poliiical Science. But all study the
languages. Good methods and excellent instructors save pupils
much trouble and unnecessary difficulty.^ The chief objects are
1) IvI.C.G. 6, 65.
2) l.l.C.G. Lias sons, vol. 6.
3) M.C.G. 16, lQlff.
4) It will hardly he necessary to repeat the refs.to Christianopolis.
5) Recall here the inscription of the excellent methods in " and
the wail of the visitor when he recalls his own early grapplings
1,1 1 a"Q" Q Qg '
ft
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exactly as in Andreae, and even his accepted order, 1) education
to piety, 2) decency in morals, 3) growth in sciences, is followed.
He inserts also "preserving of health". Under the first head we
find all the relations for daily prayer and worship, as we saw in
the Christianopolis, though these are elaborated and developed
according to Dury ' s own personal views. His training in manners,
etc., is based upon strict morality. The pupils are closely
watched and corrected in their daily behavior. Character building
must begin with the early years. As far as concerns mental
training elsewhere, he complains, pupils are taught very poorly,
and trained in the least important matters. They are given words,
rules and sections to commit before they, understand the meaning.
^
These blunders are eliminated by teaching nothing that the pupil
cannot grasp and understand. So education becomes experimental
and is successful in proportion as it promotes knowledge of Nature
and the application of her creatures
!
The work of the pupils is graded. This is very
carefully done in the Christianopolis, though the whole is less
definitely outlined. For Dury's third or advanced grade we have
exact equivalents in Christianopolis. They are even in like
groups. Medicine, pharmacy, chemistry; logic, rhetoric, poetry;
theory of music with mathematics; agriculture first of all. A
comparison of the indices of the two works will show surprising
likenesses. We will not stop to note them. The practical
applications of science to daily life recall the many workshops,
1) It will be remembered how often Andreae complains of the 'dead
letters of Aristotle' as compared with the living 'genius' of
the subject.
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etc., in the Christianopolis, where the rules and theories are
tested and worked out. Precautions for health - an open location
for the rchool, plenty of air, absolute cleanliness of the rooms,
frequent baths, physical exercise, regular and informal recreation -
all we have noted before .
Such is the system of Jury, the 'comrade in arms' as
it were of Hartlib, and it shows at everyu£xact marks of coinci-
dence with our utopia of 1619. That i)ury was well acquainted with
Andreae ' s works we cannot doubt. First of all he was introduced
by Hartlib to Comenius's works and became like Hartlib an admirer
of them. It will be remembered that Gomenius in his educational
productions made frank and open use of Andreae . There is evidence^
of direct correspondence between Andreae and Jury on the subject
that lay near the hearts of both men - education of the youth to
insure betterment of society, church and state.
The connection that had been growing up for several
years between England and Germany was strengthened and made more
definite in 1636 by two young men. Peter Figulus and Joachim
Hubner. The former, an orphan, had been adopted into the home
of Gomenius, and now entered the service of Dury, who was at the
time visiting his friend Matthie in Sweden, and endeavoring to get
a letter of recommendation from Oxenstiern (.Chancellor of Sweden)
to the university of Upsala, with a view toward introducing his
doctrines of Unity. The other, Hiibner, was a friend of Hartlib
through whom the arrangements had been made at Oxford in 1634 for
the publishing of Comenius' Praeludia. His interest in the same
was acknowledged by Gomenius .when he wrote him a few years later
1) M.C.G. 2, 233.
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and sent along a copy of his Didactia. Prom this time on, regular
correspondence was carried on, and frank mutual criticism which
fortunately did not lead to serious differences. The next edition
of the Praeludia (1639), now called the Prodromus Pansophiae, with
Hartlib's preface, gave additional impetus to the everJ increasing
longing for the "society" outlined in Dury . It was clear that if
the principles of the Pansophie were to become of practical value
and the work completed, a company of organized co-workers would be
necessary. Hence in 1640 definite plans v/ere undertaken to make
the dress a reality. Comenius was asked to map out the details,
and finally urgently invited to come to England and describe the
whole in assembly. This finally resulted (after an address to
parliament by Bishop Gaudentius, in which he speaks of Comenius
and Dury as furnishing peace on the foundation of "truth") in the
official invitation extended to Comenius and Jury already mentioned,
and in their subsequent visit and consultation with parliament.
The.c:e meetings of 1641 and 1642, twenty years before the foundation
of the Royal Society half a decade before the Oxford and London
gatherings of Boyle and his comrades, were undoubtedly the fore-
runners in England of the realization under Charles the Second.
In the early correspondence of Hartlib and Hubner on
the subject of education and scientific research, a number of men
are discussed and their views. The chief one mentioned by Hubner
is Andreae and v/ith especial reference to his 'dextra amoris
pror/'ecta. 1 In the meantime conditions in England had arrived
at a place where national assistance to educational schemes was not
to be immediately looked -for. The king and the parliament were
otherwise engaged, the factions at war and the group of scholars
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and enthusiasts "became scattered. Comenius, after some hesitation,
went to Sweden, Hubner to Paris, to treat in the place of Comenius
with Cardinal Richelieu. Dury remained in England until 1654.
During the few years immediately succeeding, unavoid-
able circumstances prevented regularity of meetings and attendance.
But interest was still kept up and to a considerable extent through
the influence of Robert Boyle, the chemist, and natural Philosopher.
Boyle was younger than the men we have discussed thus far and was
not in England at the time of the early meetings of the Society in
1641 and 1642. He was born in 1627, and sent to Eton where his
father's intimate friend, Sir Henry Wotton was provost at the
time. In 1638 he left England for the continent staying at Paris,
Lyons and Geneva. Later he spent some time in Italy, studying
at Florence with Galilee. The latter died (in 1642) while Boyle
was at the place . In 1644 he returned to England and after some
years spent in Ireland where he had been called on private business,
he settled in Oxford, 1654. Here he met often with Christopher
Wren, Goddard and others. A laboratory was fitted up and experi-
ments of importance were performed whichy/ere written up and
published several years later. While still, in London in 1645 he had
met with these that remained of the associates of the preceding
years, and these gatherings were a little later referred to as the
"Invisible College." During these years Boyle corresponded with
Newton, John Evelyn, 1 Henry Oldenburg, 2 and Hart-lib. Till late
1) John Evelyn (1620-1706) was born at Wotton and received most of
his education from private tutors. He spent much time on the con-
tinent and corresponded with Boyle on the subject of founding a col-
lege. He became very much interest in the Royal Society and held
the offices of secretary and president. In a letter to Boyle, dated
Sept. 3, 1659 (found in Boyle(s Works, Edition 1772, Vol. 6, p. 288)
he urges the banding together oV "gentlemen who have the common
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he could not be persuaded to read Bacon or Descartes because he
wanted to work out his own views without prejudice from others.
In Ireland where he spent years without chemical equipment, he
devoted much of his time to experiments in anatomy and dissention.
In 1646 and 1647, he mentions the Invisible College several times
in his letters. In one of these he urges a former tutor of his to
bring along to London "good receipts or choice books on any of
these subjects (Natural Philosophy, Mechanics, or Husbandry) which
you can procure; which will make you extremely welcome to the
Invisible College.1' Later on "The corner stones of the Invisible
College, or as they call themselves, the Philosophical College, do
now and then honor me with their company. "^
The meetings during these years at London (1645 and
following) were entirely informal and not as hopeful of ultimate
and permanent organization even as those of a few years earlier.
But they v/ere a desperate attempt to persevere and win inspite of
the unfavorable conditions.
interest of preserving science and cultivating themselves," to form
a society. His works like those of Hartlib deal with a great
variety of subjects.
2) Henry Oldenburg, natural philosopher and man of letters, was
born at Bremen in 1615, the son of a "Gymnasium" tutor. His edu-
cation was received in his native city, and he went to England in
1640, where he made the acquaintance of a number of learned men
in parliament. Returning to Germany, he was for years engaged
in diplomatic service, though in private he devoted his time to
scientific research. In 1654 he met Milton, having gone back to
England, and entered into closer relations with the English educa-
tors than before. He lived at Oxford, was much with Boyle and
Petty, and was a part of the early movements, described before,
for the foundation of the Royal Society. He spent the latter part
of his life in England and was the first secretary of the Royal
Society
.
3) Boyle's Works (1744), Vol. I, pp. 17, 20, 24).
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At some of the meetings Dr. John Wallis was present
as lecturer on Mathematics. In his account of one of them he
tells of the subjects discussed and also of the most prominent
members who attended. Among the latter was Theodore Haak, as Wallie
says "A German of the Palatinate and then resident in London, who I
think gave the first occasion, and first suggested these meetings."
Haak was a Calvinist, born 1605 at Neuhausen near V;orms. He re-
ceived his earlier education at home, but in 1625 came to England
and studied at Oxford and Cambridge, For a year after visiting
continental universities, he returned to Oxford in 1629 remaining
three years. Having been ordained deacon and having accppted a
charge, he was appointed to raise money by subscription for bene-
volences in Germany, during the war. In 1648 parliament granted
him sole right in the translation into English of the Dutch Anno-
tations on the bible. He was often employed by the governement
as translator and council and received a pension. About 1645 he
gave fresh impetus to the "meetings o^learned men" and in 1663 was
elected one of the original fellows of the established Royal Society.
His work as translator was notable, and shortly before his death
he had ready for print some three thousand German proverbs, trans-
lated into English.
±n 1648 several of the company in London moved to
Oxford, among them William Petty.-'- Here was also Boyle after his
1) William Petty (1623-1687) was born at Romsey in Hampshire. From
his early childhood he showed a taste for mechanics. He studied
abroad, in France and Holland chiefly, making medicine his specialty
at Leyden. Returning to England in 1646, he devoted himselv to
mechanical inventions and scientific studies. ' This brought him into
touch with educators, and he moved to Oxford. From this time his
interests are the same as those of the other founders of the Royral
Society
.
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return from his Irish estates. A society similar to that in
London was at once formed. This Company became in 1651 the Philo-
sophical Society of Oxford and met for a generation. Those who re-
mained in London, including John Evelyn, continued to meet regularly
until 1658 when they were interrupted by the wars, "troops being
at
stationedAtheir place of meeting." 1 At the time of the restora-
tion the meetings were resumed with renewed zeal and finally the
permanent organization was formed. Sprat states that "the wonder-
ful pacific year 1660" marked the real beginning of the Royal Society
and that while the prospective members were arranging their platform,
"the contrivance of it was much hastened by a certain treatise, and
that was a proposal by Master Cowley of erecting a philosophical
college. The intent of it was that in some place near London there
should liberal salaries be bestowed on a competent number of men,
to v:hom should be committed the operations of natural experiments."
Charles finally permitted his name to be enrolled among those of
the numbers, and issued a royal charter in 1662.
The aims and purposes of the Royal Society, as given
by Sprat in his history, and the directions into which investiga-
tors were made, cover a narrower field than v/as planned in the
programs of either Andreae, Hartlib or Comenius. As for centuries
education had been merely a matter of scholarship in Rhetoric,
logic, languages, and subjects of like nature; as now the Royal
Society, the earlier academy of Telesius in Italy and the later
1) History Royal Society of London, Thomas Sprat, p. 58.
2) Pp. 58 and 59.
3) Abraham Cowley, the poet.
1ti
1
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societies ohthe continent showed a tendency toward narrowness in
the other direction. With Andreae (and this shows the usual
breadth and thoroughness of the man) it was a matter of the proper
balance of all faculties and the development of all phases of
education. It is just in this respect that his Utopia is so
much superior, for instance, to that of Bacon. And his successor,
Comenius, and the latter' s associates, Jury and Kartlib, were true
disciples of his. in this respect. As a matter of fact Comenius
wrote to members of the society in England after the founding of
the Society, on this very point, warning them .against onesidedness
in the organization, and recommending attention to reform in
literary education also.
For thisreason a section in Sprat1 is interesting
to us, in which he digresses from his theme and rather apologeti-
cally inserts a recommendation for the ' founding of an academy in
language and cultural subjects. After congratulating the Italians
on the number of their academies for the study of "language, style,,
etc./' end speaking in the highest terms of the French academy at
Paris, "composed of the noblest authors of the nation" and boasting
of the "Great Cardinal Richelieu" as its founder, Sprat continues
"I hope now it will not be thought a vain digression, if I step
a little aside to recommend the forming of such an assembly, to
e
the gentlmen of our nation. ... I shall not stick to say that
such a project is now seasonable to be set on foot, and may make
a great reformation in thejrnanner of our speaking and writing.
The thing itself idjin noway contemptible. For the purity of
speech, and greatness of empire have in all countries still met
1) P. 39ff.
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together. And besides, if we observe the English language, we
shall find that it seems at this time more than others, to require
3D me such aid, to bring it to its last perfection. The truth is,
it has been hitherto a little too carelessly handled; and I think
has had less labor spent about its polishing than it deserves."
The suggestion^ of Cowley just quoted from Sprat, was,
says the latter,"*" "every way practicable; unless perhaps in two
things: he did more consult the generoHity of his own mind than of
other men. The one was the largeness of revenue with which he
would have his College at first endowed; the other that he imposed
on his operators a second task of great pains, the education of the
youth. The last of these is indeed a matter of great weight. The
reformation of which ought to be seriously examined by prudent men.
For it is an undeniable truth, which is commonly said, that there
would be need -offewer laws, and less force to govern men, if their
minds were rightly informed and set straight while they were young
and pliable .
"
The last statement of Sprat coincides exactly with
several passages in Christianopolis as will be remembered, and also
with the views of Comenius. Sprat is thoroughly in sympathy with
this feature of a college and regrets that it is as yet unfeasable
.
'it was not the excellent authors fault1,' he adds, "that he thought
better of the age than it deserved'.'
p
The Royal Society is a general body, members 1$) being
I
unrestricted asto religion, country and language. Andreae . s views
were also broad, and his "reformation" as described in the Fama,
1) P. 59.
2) Sprat, p. 63.
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the Christ ianopolis and Theophilus was a general one of the
whole world. His "fellows" also travel into all countries and
gather information everyv/here. In the FaJQa one "fellow" died in
England and "his name is veil known in that country." In his
description of a christian city, the religious requirement must nec
essarily be narrower. In the Royal Society the fellows must be
chiefly "gentlemen", free and unconfined. In the Fama exactly
the same qualification is demanded.
Innumerable are the parallels in ideals between
Andreae and the Royal Society. In many cases it is merely a
matter of the development of a planted seed. The Ghristianopolis
is never elaborate in description, rather suggestive. But in the
more extended plan'of the Royal Society the germs of Ghristianopolis
p
are often discoverable. Sprat complains that theretofore "the
seats of knowledge have been not laboratories, but only schools,
where some have taught, and all the rest have subscribed." The
Christianopolis lays like stress on experimental learning. In-
struments are to be made, and even new ones invented, especially
B 4 .those for mathematics. So also Frater R. C. in the Fama on his
return from the East spends his last years "making and inventing
new instruments in Mathematics .
"
The matter to be investigated by the Royal Society
is included under three heads - God, man, and nature." As for
the first, they meddle no otherwise with divine things than only
1) P. 17.
2) P. 68.
3) Chapter 80.
4) Sprat, p. 246.
5) Fama, p. 12.
6) Sprat, p. 81.
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as the power and wietdom and goodness of thecreator is displayed
in the admirable order and workmanship of the creatures." In the
Christianopolis''" we read "What goes beyond natural experiement
is accepted as coming from God."
The second deals with the "faculties, the constitu-
tion of their bodies and the works of their hands." And the third,
Investigation of nature - the experimental sciences as often men-
tioned. Here as in the Christianopolis the latter are related,
"and so there will be a mutual communication of the light of one
science to another.
In discourse, plain speech is to be preferred to
involved. "In a few words I dare say, that of all the studies
of men, nothing may be sooner obtained than this vicious abundance
of phrases, this trick of metaphores, this volubility of tongue
which makes so great a noise in the world." wBut I spend words in
vain; for the evil is now so inveterate, that it is hard to know
v/hom to blame or where to begin the reform." This scorn of
artificial application of rhetoric has been brought out in the
Christianopolis heretofore.
4 5The astronomical observations, the library, the
courses of education,^ references to|crafts and men working in
metals, thdcare and study of bees, the gardens and parks, and scores
of other details, all have corresponding factors in Christianopolis.
7The rules for the members have close similarity with those in the
Fama. Fellows pay their expenses, meet at regular intervals -
1) Chapter 63.
2) Sprat, P. 35.
3) Sprat, P. 112.
4) Sprat, P. 241.
5) Sprat, P. 252.
6 j Sprat, P. 323.
71 S-orst,. P. 145.
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in secret (except as the society votes to admi tiothers
.
) Their
progrdflis, as they are carried out at the meetings, are alike.
In speaking of A, the criticism is often made that he
still leans too strongly toward Astrology, Alchemy and the super-
natural. How in the Royal Society among the investigations to be
made and at that time not as yet well understood, are mentioned
some <bhat in addition to "being rather absurd, border on the alchem-
istic and supernatural as well: "What river turns wood into stone""*-
,
o
"Turning water into earth,"
,
"pebbles into water," "Springs that
3 4
petrify", "gold into silver"
,
feeding of a carp in air," "making
insects of cheese and sack," "Asto whether spiders are enchanted
1 5by a circle of unicorn-s horns on Irish land round about them."
It might be noted here that Boyle had some faith in transmutation
and alchemy for he v/as instrumental in repealing the statute against
"multiplying gold". And even Bacon was at times, especially
early in hi ."^career, not quite ready to give up all the contentions
7in favor -of the magical.
As to the relations existing between the Royal Society
of London and the continent, Sprat himself, one of the original
fellows of the society, in his history acknowledges a close connec-
tion. Yet it must be confessed that he is more inclined to attri-
bute help to the rent of Europe from England than to allow the ex-
istence of a current in the opposite direction; and he ;f:ives Germany
Sprat, p. 159.
Sprat, p. 191.
Sprat, p. 192.
Sprat, p. 221.
Sprat, p. 223.
Diet. Nat. Biog.
Works, Vol. 3, p. 289
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credit for a very small share of the results attained." It is
** In
evident, he says, "that this searching spirit and this affection
to sensible knowledge, does prevail in most countries round about
us. 'Tis true, the conveniences for such labors, are not equal
in all places. Some want the assistance of other's hands; some
the contribution of other's purses; some the benefit of excellent
instruments from the patronage of the civil magistrates. But yet
according to their several powers, they are everywhere intent upon
such practical studies. And the most considerable effects of such
attempts throughout Europe, have been still recommended to this
society, by their authors to be examined, approved or corrected."
The contention of the foregoing pages is the following:
Andreae, himself, influenced somewhat by the spirit of research and
the idea of an academy of science in Italy, developed a system of
Education and a definite plan for a college. His ideas in both
matters were accepted and further elaborated by Comenius, who
through his friend Hartlib and by a personal visit, introduced
them in England. In this nartlib was assisted by John Dury, whose
acquaintance with Andreae was chiefly through Comenius, but also
by direct correspondence . Peter Figulus and Joachim Hubner were
both also means of intercommunication - the one between Comenius
and Dury, the other between Comenius and Andreae on the one hand,
and England on the other. The meetings of these men at London
as early as 1641, with and also separate from a commission appointed
by parliament - were responsible for the first agitation toward
1) Sprat, p. 125.
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1) better educational system, and 2) founding of a college of
science. Political conditions interfered with further develop-
ments. Had this not been the case, the Royal Society might well
have been founded nearly two decades earlier than it was . The
members of the group scattered and later founded societies in London
and Oxford. The moving factors of this second attempt, Boyle,
Haak, and others, were also acquainted with andlinspired by the
Andreae-Comenius system. These meetings were the direct fore-
runners of the Royal Society which incorporated in 1662. Fur-
thermore Bacon, to whom almost exclusive credit is ordinarily
given for giving incentive to the Royal Society through his
New Atlantis and other works, also bears the stamp of Andreae,
and helps to further the latter 1 s views. The Nova Solyma shows
clear traces of the ideas of Andreae some of which could not well
hc^ve come through Bacon, - traces in organization, purpose and
results attained.
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